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Preface
It is my believe that our personal qualities as well as professional
knowledge can be enriched by learning from other cultures. For this, you
physically need to cross borders to experience different worlds that can
complement your own. Also mental borders should be conquered as it
is easy to get stuck in familiarized patterns and ideas. Different minded
people can provide a mirror which enables you to reflect upon personal
qualities and shortcomings. Allowing yourself to change can be a difficult
but rewarding struggle.
During the process of thesis writing I tried to face this challenge as a
landscape architect, but also as a person. Being a western educated
student means I’ve been trained in rational thinking and logic problem
solving. Finding out more about the Eastern, Japanese culture opened my
eyes and gave me the courage to accept the additional value of feeling
and experiencing. For me, this revelation proved to be of great value in
professional as well as personal situations. It is therefore my hope that this
report can provide a source of inspiration that encourages the reader to
look beyond his or her existing borders and discover one’s full potential.
Bringing this study to a satisfying end, would not have been possible
without the help of other people. I therefore want to thank Jusuck Koh
who introduced me to the Eastern way of thinking and guided me through
my thesis process. I also like to thank Marlies Brinkuijsen, Paul Roncken
and Martin Knol for providing me with critical comments that helped
me to improve the product. In addition, I like to thank Kika Aalberts for
introducing me to the office park of Rijnsweerd.
During my Japanese study trip, I met a variety of people that supported me
to discover the value of Japanese garden tradition. In this respect, I would
like to thank Ken Kawai, Wybe Kuitert, Zentaro Yagasaki, Gunter Nitschke,
Yoji Sasaki, Hiromasa Amasaki and Makoto Nakamura, who all gave
inspiring lectures during the Japanese garden Seminar which I attended in
Kyoto. I also like to thank the other seminar participants for their curiosity
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and interesting late night discussions. While in Japan, I had the opportunity
to execute an internship in Hokkaido where I met Mr. Takano Fumiaki and
his staff members. I like to thank them for showing me their office and
letting me participate in their design projects. During one of these projects
I met Miyajima Nozomu, a very intelligent cheese maker. I appreciate his
willingness to share with me his own struggle to combine rational thinking
with intuitive feeling.
Finally, I want to thank my family and Marijn for supporting me during
this thesis process. I realize that my struggle also affected their lives
which makes me grateful for their confidence and never-ending patience.
Without them I would not have been able to make this life changing
journey.
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Summary
Keywords: landscape architecture, stress reduction, guidelines, office park,
restoration, healing garden, Japanese garden design, Rijnsweerd.
Chapter 1; Introduction
Stress is a phenomenon that most people will experience during their life.
When under pressure, it is important to relieve stress levels on a regular
basis to prevent physical consequences such as headache, high blood
pressure and hart problems. Especially situations at work are known to
generate stressful situations, since high pressure is put on productivity
and innovation. As stress can reduce concentration and motivation, it
negatively influences productivity. This knowledge encourages companies
to pay extra attention to wellbeing of their employees in order to
safeguard their concurrence position. In this sense, it is fruitful to review
social structures within the company. However, it is just as important to
additionally look at the spatial environment, as several studies point out
that certain characteristics of outdoor settings can contribute to stress
reduction. Until now, most office parks do not incorporate these spatial
characteristics which makes it interesting to find out how stress reducing
qualities of existing office parks can be improved. Unfortunately, it is not
yet known how to translate scientific information into practical design
solutions. The goal of this thesis is therefore to reduce this gap by exploring
how landscape architects can contribute to stress reduction in the outdoor
environment of office parks by development and application of design
guidelines.
Chapter 2; Research challenge
The intention of this thesis is to explore how landscape design can
contribute to stress reduction in office park development. As the challenge
is to link theoretical information to practical solutions, the research process
will consist of a scientific approach combined with a creative design
process. In this respect, the scientific goal is to develop design guidelines
whereas the design goal is to apply these guidelines to an existing office
park.
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In order to fulfill these goals several research questions are formulated.
The main question is:
How can landscape design contribute to stress reduction in the spatial
environment of an office park?
Sub-questions are:
1.
What spatial design recommendations can be derived from
restoration and healing garden studies?
2.
What spatial design examples can be derived from Japanese
garden art?
3.
What kind of guidelines can be formulated based on
design recommendations and spatial examples?
4.
How can the developed guidelines be used to improve stress
reducing qualities of the outdoor environment in office park
Rijnsweerd?
In order to answer these research questions, methods regarding literature
review and reference studies will be used to generate information for the
research goal. In addition, the analysis-synthesis model will be used to
fulfill the design goal.
Chapter 3; Stress reduction in literature
With regard to stress reduction, there are two fields of research in which
the spatial characteristics of the outdoor environment are examined.
The first one is the field of restoration. Here, the Attention Restoration
Theory inspired researchers to investigate the relation between
environmental characteristics and stress reduction. In this theory, four
environmental components (fascination, extent, compatibility, being away)
are pointed out as to positively influence recovery from mental fatigue.
As a result, different types of outdoor settings were studied to find out
which environments inherent the highest value for stress reduction. In this
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respect, most studies focus on a comparison between natural and urban
settings in which it is indicated that natural settings the most positive
influence on stress reduction.
The second field is that of healing gardens. Here, the outdoor environment
of health care settings is related to stress reduction. The idea behind
evaluating the spatial surrounding of these kind of settings, is the proved
influence of stress on the physical recovery process. Although healing
gardens are not related to the workplace environment, the information is
considered to be exchangeable as the main goal is to reduce stress through
environmental characteristics.
When combining results of the reviewed studies in the field of restoration
and healing gardens, several spatial recommendations for stress reduction
in the outdoor environment can be formulated as they all indicate the
importance of:
Interaction with green (passive, active, interactive);
stimulation of the senses (smell, touch, taste, vision, sound, taste);
recognizability (access, awareness).
Although these recommendations already link theory to practice, they only
provide general and sometimes even abstract information regarding the
design of outdoor space. As the described studies regularly take Japanese
garden art as a good example, it is interesting to additionally study this
design profession to complement the general recommendations found in
literature with more concrete spatial examples.
Chapter 4; Integrating Japanese design
The intention of Japanese garden artists is to translate feelings related
to scenic beauty into small scale garden design. This is shown by several
techniques that intent to connect humans to their natural environment.
This intention makes Japanese garden art, next to the references made
by western research studies, suitable for application in the workplace
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environment. The result of studying this eastern design profession
is a variety of spatial examples that can complement the general
recommendations described in chapter 3. Important to note here, is that
the idea behind the technique should be used to apply in a new situation
rather than direct copying it to a different context.
Chapter 5; Guidelines
When combining the recommendations described in chapter 3 with
the spatial examples described in chapter 4, a set of guidelines can
be formulated (figure x). These guidelines consist of three types, ten
subtypes and seventeen varieties. At this point, it is assumed that they
are most suitable for application on the local and detailed scale level and
that they will be used without any value or order attached. Application
of these guidelines will be tested during the design process of office
park Rijnsweerd, in which the phases of programming, concept design,
schematic design and design development are executed.
Chapter 6; Introduction
In this thesis, stress reduction around the workplace is focusing on inbetween-working moments to establish a balance between production
time and relaxation time. For successful application of design guidelines,
it is important to consider office park requirements such as accessibility,
professionalism, safety and brand identity as well as site specific
characteristics. In order to explore how these different ingredients can be
used during the design process, the office park of Rijnsweerd is selected
to be developed into a design proposal. This location is chosen because
the current owners have reunited themselves in a cooperation (SKR)
that intents to improve livability of the office park. As this aim is strongly
related to stress reduction and can be fulfilled by application of the
design guidelines, this area is chosen to serve as an example project. In
this respect, the assignment is to improve stress reducing qualities of the
outdoor environment in office park Rijnsweerd.
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Chapter 7; Analysis
An analysis of the spatial connections between Rijnsweerd and its
surrounding environment reveal its unique position on the city border of
Utrecht where different landscape types come together. The urban island
of which Rijnsweerd is one, connect the inner city with the surrounding
landscape through lines of infrastructure and water. Zooming in to the
actual project area, the analysis shows that the stress reducing values are
concentrated in the neighboring green spaces of Park Bloeyendael and the
allotment gardens. The outdoor environment of the office park itself has a
very functional lay-out in which a lot of hard material is applied.
Chapter 8; Vision and Concept
From the analysis it can be concluded that the problem regarding stress
reduction in Rijnsweerd, is the separation between usable green space
and workplace experiences. The golden deal concept reflects a solution
to this problem, by suggesting to integrate these two components. In
this way, the qualities found in greenery and workplace settings can be
used to strengthen each other and create new opportunities for spatial
development. Translating this concept into a spatial design proposal will
take place through a creative design process. This means that personal
convictions of the designer, in this case strategic acupuncture and
experiential design, can influence decisions taken during the development
process.
Chapter 9; Design proposal
In order to explore how the concept of a golden deal can be translated into
a spatial design proposal three design options are developed and evaluated
on their stress reducing qualities. As a result the option regarding three
types of green was chosen to be complemented with the remaining two
options regarding water ecology and landscape green. This resulted in a
strategic design that incorporates three main recommendations. Attached
to these main recommendations are detailed interventions that show
specific spatial solutions and choices regarding form and material.
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Chapter 10; Discussion
During the design process, several evaluations were made after important
phases in the design process. A combination of these evaluations clarifies
when and how the developed design guidelines were used during the
design process. In this respect, it is interesting to note that during the
programming phase the types and sub-types were used, without any
specific order. This changed during the phases in which spatial design
became more important. Here, the types, sub-types and varieties were
selectively applied on different scale levels. In addition, it is revealed
that the use of guidelines in an office park situation results in zones of
compensation and zones of free application, which should both be present
to enable high qualities of stress reduction. In the zone where application
was compensated, a contrast was discovered on the point of safety
measurements. Here, guidelines describe a high level of accessibility while
a low level of accessibility is preferred by office park requirements. The
transition zone between building and outdoor space on the other hand,
is recognized as a point where guideline prescriptions and office park
requirements can actually strengthen each other. As this thesis reflects
a first attempt of bringing theory and practice together, more research
will be needed to explore application of guidelines on multiple office
parks or in different everyday settings. It would also be interesting to
evaluate before and after implementation situations or to investigate the
possibilities of a combination with ecological structures.
Chapter 11; Conclusion
This thesis thus showed that landscape design can contribute to an
increase of stress reducing value regarding the outdoor environment
of office parks. This was done by linking theory to practice through
formulation and application of design guidelines. In addition, it is visualized
in the example project of Rijnsweerd how the spatial appearance of an
existing office park can change when the stress reducing value of outdoor
space is considered in combination with office park requirements and site
specific characteristics.
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Samenvatting
Kernwoorden: landschapsarchitectuur, stress vermindering, richtlijnen,
kantorenpark, restoratie, gezondheidstuinen, Japanse tuin kunst,
Rijnsweerd.
Hoofdstuk 1; Introductie
Stress is een fenomeen waar de meeste mensen een of meerdere keren
in hun leven mee te maken krijgen. Wanneer mentale druk toeneemt is
het belangrijk stress niveaus regelmatig te verlagen om fysieke klachten
als hoofdpijn, hoge bloeddruk en hartproblemen te voorkomen. Vooral
de werkplek staat erom bekend stressvolle situaties te genereren omdat
binnen de bedrijfsstructuur veel belang wordt gehecht aan productiviteit
en innovatie. Helaas verlaagt stress de concentratie en motivatie niveaus
wat de productiviteit niet ten goede komt. Bedrijven besteden dan ook
steeds meer aandacht aan het welzijn van werknemers omdat op die
manier de economische positie veilig gesteld kan worden. Het is daarbij
zinvol gebleken de sociale structuur van een bedrijf te evalueren en te
verbeteren. Echter, studies wijzen uit dat het daarnaast belangrijk is
bewust met de inrichting van de buitenruimte om te gaan, omdat deze het
proces van stress vermindering kan beïnvloeden.
Helaas wordt hier bij de meeste kantoren parken geen rekening mee
gehouden waardoor de buitenruimte niet correspondeert met de
resultaten van deze studies. Een van de redenen is het bestaan van een
kennis leegte die het onmogelijk maakt wetenschappelijke bevindingen
direct toe te passen tijdens het ontwerpproces. Het doel van deze
thesis is daarom deze leegte op te vullen door te verkennen hoe
landschapsarchitecten kunnen bijdragen aan stress vermindering in de
buitenruimte van kantorenparken door ontwikkeling en toepassing van
ontwerprichtlijnen.
Hoofdstuk2; Onderzoeks uitdaging
Het doel van deze thesis is daarom theorie en praktijk dichter bij elkaar te
brengen door een wetenschappelijke aanpak te koppelen aan het creatieve
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ontwerp proces. Het wetenschappelijke doel is hierbij de ontwikkeling
van richtlijnen. Het toepassen van deze richtlijnen is vervolgens het
ontwerpdoel.
Om deze doelen te kunnen vervullen zijn verscheidene onderzoeksvragen
geformuleerd. De hoofdvraag is:
Op welke manier kan landschapsontwerp bijdragen aan stress
vermindering in de ruimtelijke omgeving van een kantoren park?
Subvragen zijn:
1.
Welke ruimtelijke ontwerp aanbevelingen kunnen worden afgeleid
van studies met betrekking tot restoratie en healing gardens?
2.
Welke ruimtelijke ontwerp voorbeelden kunnen worden afgeleid
van Japanse tuinkunst?
3.
Welke richtlijnen kunnen worden geformuleerd op basis van de
ontwerp aanbevelingen, ruimtelijke ontwerp voorbeelden?
4.
Hoe kunnen de richtlijnen vertaald worden naar een
ontwerpvoorstel voor kantoren park Rijnsweerd?
Verschillende methoden zullen gebruikt worden om deze
onderzoeksvragen te beantwoorden. Zo zullen literatuuronderzoek
en referentie studies uitgevoerd worden om het onderzoeksdoel te
behalen. Vervolgens wordt het ‘analysis-synthesis’ model gebruikt om het
ontwerpdoel te vervullen.
Hoofdstuk 3; Stress vermindering in de literatuur
In wetenschappelijke literatuur kunnen grofweg twee onderzoeksrichtingen
onderscheiden worden waarin de relatie tussen ruimtelijke karakteristieken
en stress vermindering onderzocht wordt.
De eerste heeft betrekking tot restoratie. In dit onderzoeksveld
heeft de Attention Restoration Theory (Theorie Aandacht Restoratie)
onderzoekers geïnspireerd de relatie tussen omgevingskarakteristieken
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en stress vermindering te bestuderen. In deze theorie worden vier
omgevingscomponenten (fascinatie, uitgestrektheid, verenigbaarheid,
afwezigheid) aangewezen die een positieve werking zouden hebben
op het herstel van mentale vermoeidheid. Als gevolg hiervan, werden
verschillende typen omgeving bestudeerd om erachter te komen welke
de meeste waarde heeft voor de vermindering van stress. De meeste
studies concentreerde zich daarbij op de vergelijking tussen natuurlijke en
stedelijke situaties waaruit bleek dat een natuurlijke omgeving de meest
positieve invloed heeft op stress vermindering.
Een tweede veld van onderzoek is die van de healing gardens (gezondheids
tuinen), waarbij de buitenruimte van gezondheidsinstellingen onderzocht
wordt op de bijdrage aan stress vermindering. Het achterliggende idee
hiervan is de aangetoonde invloed van stress op het herstelproces van
fysieke aandoeningen. Alhoewel gezondheidstuinen in functie verschillen
met de werkomgeving kan opgedane kennis als uitwisselbaar worden
beschouwd omdat het achterliggende doel (verminderen van stress door
omgevingskarakteristieken) wel correspondeert.
Een combinatie van onderzoeksresultaten uit de twee beschreven
studierichtingen levert een aantal aanbevelingen met betrekking tot stress
vermindering in de buitenruimte op, aangezien de studies allemaal het
belang laten zien van:
Interactie met groen (passief, actief, interactief)
stimulatie van de zintuigen (reuk, tast, smaak, zicht, gehoor)
herkenbaarheid (toegankelijkheid, bewustwording)
Deze aanbevelingen vormen een eerste stap in het verbinden van theorie
en praktijk. Helaas bestaan ze uit vrij algemene en soms zelfs abstracte
informatie als het gaat om ruimtelijk ontwerp van de buitenruimte.
Binnen deze studies de Japanse tuinkunst regelmatig als een goed
voorbeeld genomen, wat het interessant maakt om aansluitend deze
ontwerpprofessie te bestuderen. Op deze manier kunnen algemene
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aanbevelingen uit de literatuur aangevuld worden met meer concrete
ruimtelijke voorbeelden.
Hoofdstuk 4; Japanse tuinkunst
In restoratie en healing garden literatuur wordt Japanse tuinkunst
aangegeven als zijnde een goed voorbeeld van een stress verminderende
omgeving. Dit heeft onder andere te maken met de achterliggende
gedachte van Japanse ontwerpers om gevoelens gerelateerd aan
natuurschoon ruimtelijk te vertalen naar het ontwerp van een kleinschalige
tuin. Dit maakt het interessant om westerse kennis met deze oosterse
ontwerp professie te combineren. Het resultaat is een scala aan methoden
en technieken die gebruikt kunnen worden als ruimtelijke voorbeelden
en/of bron van inspiratie als aanvulling op de algemene aanbevelingen
uit westerse literatuur zoals beschreven in hoofdstuk 3. Hierbij is het
belangrijk op te merken dat deze technieken aangepast in plaats van
gekopieerd moeten worden wanneer toegepast in een nieuwe situatie.
Hoofdstuk 5; Richtlijnen
Een combinatie van de aanbevelingen zoals beschreven in hoofdstuk
3, en de ruimtelijke voorbeelden zoals beschreven in hoofdstuk 4
maakt het mogelijk ontwerp richtlijnen te formuleren (figuur x). Deze
richtlijnen bestaan uit drie types, tien subtypen en zeventien variëteiten.
Aangenomen wordt dat toepassing van hiervan mogelijk is op lokaal
alsmede detailniveau en dat ze daarbij gebruikt worden zonder enig
verschil in waarde of volgorde. Toepassing van de richtlijnen zal vervolgens
in hoofdstuk 6, 7, 8 en 9 getest worden binnen de ontwerpfases van
programmering, concept ontwerp, schematisch ontwerp en ontwerp
ontwikkeling.
Hoofdstuk 6; Introductie
Binnen deze thesis zal stress vermindering rond de werkplek zich richten
op de ‘tussen-het-werk-door’ momenten om op die manier een balans
te vinden tussen productie tijd en ontspanningstijd. Om de richtlijken
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succesvol te kunnen toepassen is het belangrijk de algemene eisen van het
kantoren park ontwerp zoals toegankelijkheid, professionaliteit, veiligheid
en identiteit in overweging te nemen samen met de gebiedsspecifieke
kenmerken. Om uit te vinden hoe deze verschillende ingrediënten
gebruikt en gecombineerd kunnen worden tijdens het ontwerpproces
is het kantoren park van Rijnsweerd geselecteerd om hiervoor een
ontwerpvoorstel te ontwikkelen. Deze locatie is gekozen omdat de
huidige eigenaren zich hebben verenigd in een coöperatie (SKR) welke het
voornemen heeft de leefbaarheid van het kantoren park te verbeteren.
Omdat dit doel sterk samenhangt met stress vermindering en kan worden
vormgegeven door toepassing van de richtlijnen, is dit gebied geschikt om
als voorbeeld project te dienen. De opgave is daarom een ontwerpvoorstel
te ontwikkelen waarin de stress verminderende kwaliteiten in de
buitenruimte van kanoren park Rijnsweerd verbeterd worden.
Hoofdstuk 7; Analyse
Een analyse van de ruimtelijke connecties tussen Rijnsweerd en
omliggende omgeving laat de unieke positie op de stadsrand van
Utrecht zien, waar verschillende landschappen bij elkaar komen. Deze
ring bestaat uit verschillende stedelijke eilanden, waarvan Rijnsweerd
er een is, die de binnenstad verbinden met het omliggende landschap
door middel van water- en infrastructurele lijnen. Wanneer er verder
ingezoomde wordt op het eigenlijke project gebied, laat de analyse zien
dat de stress verminderende kwaliteiten in Rijnsweerd zich voornamelijk
binnen de aangrenzende groene ruimtes van park Bloeyendael en de
volkstuintjes concentreert. De buitenruimte van het eigenlijke kantoren
park is daarentegen functioneel en met gebruik van veel hard materiaal
vormgegeven.
Hoofdstuk 8; Visie en Concept
Door middel van de analyse kan geconcludeerd worden dat de
buitenruimte van Rijnsweerd een lage kwaliteit heeft als het gaat om
stress vermindering. Dit wordt voornamelijk veroorzaakt door de scheiding
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tussen groene ruimte en werkplek ervaringen. Het gouden deal concept
draagt een oplossing aan door voor te stellen deze componenten beter met
elkaar te integreren. Op deze manier kunnen de groene kwaliteiten en de
kwaliteiten van het kantoren park elkaar versterken om zo nieuwe kansen
voor ruimtelijke ontwikkeling te creëren. Het vertalen van dit concept
naar een ruimtelijk ontwerpvoorstel zal plaats vinden door middel van een
creatief ontwerp proces. Dit betekent dat persoonlijke overtuigingen van
de ontwerper, in dit geval strategische acupunctuur en belevingsontwerp,
beslissingen kunnen beïnvloeden die tijdens het ontwerpproces gemaakt
worden.
Hoofdstuk 9; Ontwerpvoorstel
Om uit te zoeken hoe het gouden deal concept vertaald kan worden
naar een ruimtelijk ontwerpvoorstel zijn drie ontwerp opties ontwikkeld
en vervolgens getoetst op stress verminderende kwaliteiten. De optie
betreffende drie groentypes hierdoor geselecteerd om verder aangevuld
te worden met elementen uit de andere twee opties, water ecologie en
landschappelijk groen. Het resultaat hiervan is verwerkt in een strategisch
ontwerp welke bestaat uit drie structurerende aanbevelingen. Deze
aanbevelingen zijn verder uitgewerkt door middel van gedetailleerde
interventies welke specifieke ontwerpoplossingen bevatten met betrekking
tot vormgeving en materiaalkeuze.
Hoofdstuk 10; Discussie
Tijdens het ontwerpproces zijn er verschillende evaluaties gemaakt, als
afsluiting van elke belangrijke fase in het ontwerpproces. Een combinatie
van deze evaluaties laat zien wanneer en hoe de ontwerp richtlijnen zijn
toegepast tijdens het proces. Het is daarbij interessant te ontdekken dat
tijdens de programmering fase, voornamelijk de types en subtypes gebruikt
zijn waarbij gebruik in een bepaalde volgorde niet van belang was. Dit
veranderde tijdens fases waarin ruimtelijk ontwerp belangrijker werd. Hier
werden types, subtypes en variëteiten selectief toegepast, afhankelijk van
schaalniveau en gebiedsspecifieke eisen. Daarnaast blijkt uit de evaluatie
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dat het gebruik van de richtlijnen binnen een kantorenpark resulteert
in zones van compensatie en zones waarin de richtlijnen vrij toegepast
konden worden. In de ideale situatie zijn deze beide zones aanwezig om op
die manier in een hoge kwaliteit met betrekking tot stress vermindering te
voorzien.
In de zone waar toepassing van richtlijnen gecompenseerd diende te
worden, werd een tegenstelling in belang geconstateerd met betrekking
tot veiligheidsmaatregelen. Op dit punt geven richtlijnen aan dat het
belangrijk is een hoge toegankelijkheid te creëren waar kantoor eisen
juist belang hechten aan lage toegankelijkheid voor het veiligstellen van
bedrijfseigendommen. Aan de andere kant, bleek de overgangszone tussen
gebouw en publieke ruimte een punt waar richtlijnen en kantoor eisen
elkaar kunnen versterken.
Binnen deze thesis wordt een aanzet gegeven tot het dichter bij elkaar
brengen van theorie en praktijk. Dit betekent dat er wordt uitgegaan van
een hypothetische situatie welke om aanvullend onderzoek vraagt. In dit
opzicht zou het interessant zijn meerdere kantoren parken of een ander
soort alledaagse omgeving te onderzoeken. Daarnaast is het interessant
het ontwerp voorstel uit te voeren om zo voor en na situaties met
betrekking tot stress niveaus te kunnen evalueren.
Hoofdstuk 11; Conclusie
De resultaten van deze thesis laten zien dat landschapsontwerp bij
kan dragen het verhogen van stress verminderende kwaliteiten van de
werkomgeving. Dit is gedaan door theorie en praktijk dichter bij elkaar
te brengen door het formuleren en toepassen van richtlijnen welke
gebaseerd zijn op een combinatie van wetenschappelijke informatie en
ruimtelijke ontwerp voorbeelden. Het voorbeeld project van Rijnsweerd
heeft daarnaast visueel inzicht gegeven in de ruimtelijke veranderingen
die bewerkstelligd kunnen worden waneer rekening wordt gehouden
met stress vermindering, plek gebonden karakteristieken en de eisen die
gesteld worden aan het ontwerp van een kantoren park.
Design Guidelines for Stress reduction in the Office Park
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1. Introduction
The current economical crisis is challenging countries around the world.
As a result, competition amongst companies is increasing and business
entities are struggling to keep up with their competition. Innovation and
high productivity become keywords to survive in this financial war. For this
to succeed, reorganization of business structures is not enough. According
to ENWHP (2010), more and more companies now realize that attention to
wellbeing of employees can determine their success. In other words, for a
healthy company you need healthy employees.
At the same time, the development towards a global market as well
as technological improvements are increasingly affecting the nature of
work both in content as well as intensity. In order to keep up, employees
need to develop their skills in the field of innovation, communication and
social intelligence. This change can be motivating but it can also increase
pressure on the employee (Move Europe 2011).
Studies performed by CBS (2004) show that the Dutch workforce is indeed
experiencing this pressure as 1 out of 8 persons suffer from anxiety, while
an even higher rate is reported on stress related illness like headache, hart
problems and sleepiness. These mental health problems are, according
to the World Health Organization (2011) recognized as important reasons
for ‘early retirement from work, high absence rates, overall health
impairment, and low organizational productivity’. As a result, 60 million
workday’s in European countries are lost on a yearly basis (Move Europe
2011) which shows that a stressful environment does not only result in
loss of productivity, it also causes higher costs for healthcare services and
dissatisfaction amongst employees (WHO 2003).
Stress reduction around the workplace can thus be seen as an important
step to improve overall well being of employees and with that productivity
of the business entity. In this respect, move Europe (2011) suggests to
analyze the needs of personnel, regarding organizational as well as social
aspects within the company, to ensure that the employees feel good within
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the working structure. Although looking at the social aspect is necessary,
it is important to additionally look at the spatial environment, as several
studies point out that design of outdoor space can contribute to mental
health restoration (Kaplan 1995; 1993, Hartig et al 2003, van den Berg et al
2010; 2007).
Research performed in this field mainly focuses on mental health benefits
for hospital environments. In these studies it is concluded that natural
environments (fig. 1.2) in general have a better effect on stress reduction
than urban environments. If we compare this to the spatial appearance
of current work place settings (fig. 1.1) a huge contrast can be found.
Most workplace environments contain large parking lots, hostile fencing
and huge quantities of concrete material while only a minor amount
of greenery is incorporated in the outdoor design. This contrast shows
that current workplace settings are not properly designed to provide the
relaxing experience needed for stress reduction.
It thus seems necessary to improve the spatial design of work
environments so stress can be prevented as well as cured. In this respect,
scientific findings can provide a great source of information regarding
general requirements attached to a stress reducing environment. However,
no specific design guidelines exists which makes it difficult to use this
information during the design process (Groenewegen et al. 2007).
The goal of this study is therefore to explore how landscape design can
contribute to stress reduction in the environment of the workplace by
development and application of design guidelines.
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Fig. 1.1: Spatial appearance of current workplace environments
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Fig. 1.2: Spatial appearance of environments that provide stress reduction
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2. Research Challenge
2.1 Research delineation
When under stress, a persons mental health and overall functioning can
be influenced because concentration is obstructed and self confidence is
lowered (WHO 2011). This in turn decreases productivity as the employee
is not able to work at his or her full potential because mental as well as
physical health are not optimal.
The feeling of stress can, according to Morrow (2011), be described as a
bodily reaction to a situation that ‘requires physical, mental or emotional
adjustment’. If this adjustment is experienced as a difficulty, it can trigger
feelings of frustration, anger, nervousness or anxiety. In that case, the
bodies defense mechanism prepares itself for action by for example
raising hart rhythm and adrenaline levels. This means that stress begins
as a thought or mental condition in which a situation is interpreted as
being possibly harmful. In turn, bodily reactions are activated and can, if
not relieved in time, result in physical constraints. This thesis is therefore
focusing on improvement of mental health since this is where feelings of
stress originate.
When looking at different workplace settings is can be noted that not every
workplace is the same. In this sense, several types can be distinguished. As
40% of Dutch employees work in industrial, service or knowledge related
professions, important places to consider stress reducing measurements
are business and office parks. According to the Oxford dictionary (2011)
a business park is ‘an area where company offices and light industrial
premises are build.’ An office park on the other hand, is explained as ‘an
area where a number of office buildings are built together on landscaped
grounds’. The main focus of business parks is centered around production,
whereas office parks mainly provide knowledge based services. As this
thesis intents to formulate guidelines to increase mental health through
landscape design, the focus will be on physical improvement of office
parks. Here, the pressure on mental functions is considered higher
compared to work at a business park.
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2.2 Problem statement
Research revealed that natural environments have a stress reducing
effect on people, while the effect of urban environments is very low or
even negative. As situations at work can cause high levels of stress, it is
important to design the outdoor environment in such a way that it can
minimize those feelings. Unfortunately, the current spatial quality in
most office parks does not reflect these scientific recommendations. It
is therefore important to apply general information concerning stress
reduction to everyday environments such as the workplace. The main
problem however, is that information provided by scientific research is not
yet translated into guidelines for urban planning and design. Although the
information is there, it is not yet applicable during the design process.
2.3 Research and design goal
The main goal of this thesis is therefore to develop design guidelines that
can be used to improve stress reducing qualities of the spatial environment
in office parks. For this, information presented by studies in this field will
be consulted and transformed into usable design guidelines.
In addition to this research goal, a second design goal is formulated to
show how these guidelines can be used in practice. As the intention is to
show how the spatial appearance of an existing office park can change
through application of guidelines, the second goal is to use the developed
guidelines to create a design proposal that intents to increase stress
reducing qualities of the outdoor environment in office park Rijnsweerd.
2.4 Research Questions
In order to fulfill these goals research questions are formulated as
visualized in box 1.
The main question is to find out how landscape design can contribute to
stress reduction in the spatial environment of an office park.
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Sub-questions are:
1. What spatial design recommendations can be derived from
restoration and healing garden studies?
2. What spatial design examples can be derived from Japanese
garden art?
3. What kind of guidelines can be formulated based on
recommendations and spatial examples?
4. How can the developed guidelines be used to improve stress
reducing qualities of the outdoor environment in office park
Rijnsweerd?
2.5 Methods
The methods that are formulated in figure 2.1 are used to answer the
research questions.
A literature review will be used to answer research question number one,
two and three. According to the Writing Centre (2010) a literature review,
’discusses published information on a particular subject area … sometimes
within a certain time period.’ The goal is to offer an overview of significant
literature published on a topic (University of California 2010). Within this
thesis, a literature review is conducted on the topic of restoration, healing
gardens, Japanese garden art and office park design.
Nr. of sub-question

Method

1.

literature review

2.

literature review
reference study

3.

literature review
reference study

4.

analysis-synthesis model

Fig. 2.1: Methods used to answer the research questions
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Fig. 2.2: Analysis-synthesis model

Main question:
How can landscape design contribute to stress reduction in
the spatial environment of an office park?
Sub-questions:
1. What spatial design recommendations can be derived from
restoration and healing garden studies?
2. What spatial design examples can be derived from Japanese
garden art?
3. What kind of guidelines can be formulated based on
recommendations and spatial examples?
4. How can the developed guidelines be used to improve stress
reducing qualities of the outdoor environment in office park
Rijnsweerd?
Box 1: Research questions
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Reference studies will be used to additionally answer research questions
two and three. In this thesis, reference studies will be performed to
explore Japanese garden art and the way this profession can provide
spatial examples that illustrate and complement the design guidelines.
These studies are executed through participative observation in which the
observer goes to an area without any prejudices or expectations. Goal of
this approach is to enable evaluation based on open-minded feelings and
experiences. In addition, reference studies with more focus will be used
for the third research question to identify office park requirements by
evaluating good examples of existing projects.
In order to answer the fourth research question the analysis-synthesis
model will be used to combine research and design goals (Milburn &
Brown 2003). Figure 2.2 provides a visualization of this model in which it is
shown how different sources of information are combined into a solution.
The study process of this thesis follows a similar approach by collecting
several sets of information (restoration, healing gardens, Japanese garden
art, office park design) which are then combined into guidelines. In
turn, these guidelines will be applied to an example project, where site
requirements are integrated into a cohesive design proposal. In this way,
research and design goals are combined to answer the research question.
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Part 2: Design guidelines
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3. Stress reduction in Literature
3.1 Definition
Important for stress reduction is mental restoration since feelings of stress
are generated by thoughts in the first place. The Concise Oxford Dictionary
(2010) explains restoration as ‘the action or process of restoring’. To restore
in turn is described as ‘bringing back a previous right, practice, or situation;
return to a former condition or position; repair or renovate’.
This description indicates that restoration can consist of one action or
a series of actions within a process. Besides that, it refers to a situation
in which something went wrong. There is a need to solve this error and
return to a previous condition, situation or position that is better than
the current state. In this sense, restoration can be related to various
themes for instance human, environmental and even material. During this
study, where the relation between stress reduction and environmental
characteristics is investigated, the focus will be on restoration of the human
mind.
3.2 Restoration
During the last five decades, the topic of restoration and stress reduction
received an increased attention in scientific literature. One theory
developed on the relation between environmental characteristics and
mental functions such as stress, concentration and fatigue, was created
by Kaplan & Kaplan in 1989. Their Attention Restoration Theory states
that a setting should include the four main components of being away,
fascination, extent and compatibility in order to restore mental functions.
In order to provide the component of being away, it is important to
have different types of environmental settings. In this way, a person can
change his or her physical surrounding which has a positive effect on
stress reduction (Kaplan & Kaplan 1995). However, being away should be
interpreted as a concept since the experience of being in a different world
is based on a feeling which can also be triggered without actually going to a
different surrounding.
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For the component of fascination, Kaplan & Kaplan (1995) refer to the
different types of attention. When performing a difficult task at work, it is
important to focus on the task to enable successful execution. This type of
attention requires forced concentration and is tiring the mind. Fascination
on the other hand is related to effortless attention which enables the mind
to recover from fatigue. When an environment is fascinating it can thus
have a positive effect on stress reduction.
The third component, that of extent, refers to the possibility to connect to
a wider context. In this sense, extent can relate to connections between
places, but also to connections in time (Kaplan & Kaplan 1995). In order to
provide a feeling of extent in the outdoor environment, a setting should be
rich in its connecting elements and coherent with the indented context of
extent.
Also the final component, compatibility, should be present in an
environment to ensure mental restoration. This component is present
when the possibilities that are offered by a setting are able to fulfill the
needs of its visitors (Kaplan & Kaplan 1995). In other words, elements of
supply and demand should be balanced within the setting.
When looking at these components it is notable that some are explained
in an abstract way whereas others are clearly linked to environmental
characteristics. Fascination as well as compatibility for example, are
according to Kaplan & Kaplan (1995) closely linked to natural settings
as these types of environments seem to fit extremely well to human
inclinations. In addition, many people find nature and natural processes
interesting which makes effortless attention in such a situation easy to
incorporate. Interesting about the Attention Restoration Theory is the
relation made between an environment and its ability to restore mental
functions. However, other than the benefits of a natural environment,
this theory only gives minor information regarding specific spatial
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characteristics and/or landscape elements. Additional research is therefore
consulted.
In 2003 for example, van den Berg et. al. compared the stress reducing
effects of natural environments with those of urban settings to enable a
comparison regarding the effect of stress reduction. Their results were in
accordance with the expectations of the Attention Restoration Theory in
the sense that natural environments have a positive effect on restoration
whereas build environments showed a negative effect. According to van
den Berg et al. (2003) this difference is influenced by preferences in which
humans in general prefer natural settings over build ones.
In 2003, Grahn & Stigdotter recognized the importance of stress reduction
in urban settings since cities make up the daily environment of many
people and should thus be designed to reduce stress levels. In this respect,
they investigated the relation between the amount of self-reported stress
and the availability of urban green. Again, the presence of green is claimed
to take up a prominent role in the process of restoration as results show
that ‘the more often a person visits urban open green spaces, the less
often he or she will report stress-related illnesses’. This means that it is
important to integrate accessible green spaces in the urban structure to
provide restorative settings for city inhabitants.
In general, these studies show that naturalness is an important
requirement for stress reduction. However, specific design requirements
are not provided, as almost nothing is reported on the type of green or the
way green space should be designed.
A study by Nordh et al. (2009) tries to fill this knowledge gap by providing
more insight in the type of urban green that benefits the process of
restoration. In their study they investigated small urban green spaces on
the relation between landscape elements and the predicted value those
elements have for the process of restoration. By linking their results to
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the Attention Restoration Theory they could report that, ‘fascination is
influenced strongly by water and size, whereas being away is strongly
influenced by grass, bushes, trees, and size.’ With this research, they show
that the size of an urban park does not determine its restorative value,
rather the design and the spatial elements to create the space are the most
important aspects.
The above described studies are all related to the Attention Restoration
Theory which focuses on mental restoration. In addition it is interesting
to evaluate studies related to healing gardens as research in this field also
links environmental characteristics to mental health benefits.
3.3 Healing Gardens
In the book Healing gardens, Therapeutic Benefits and Design
Recommendations, Cooper Marcus & Barnes (1999) provide spatial
details in relation to stress reduction. Examples in the book are derived
from healing gardens attached to health care settings and focus on stress
reduction to improve hospital treatment. The results found by Cooper
Marcus & Barnes should be interchangeable with other situations such
as the workplace environment, as long as the aim is to reduce feelings
of stress. The results presented in their book form an interesting
addition to mental restoration studies as the close link between design
recommendations and real life examples provide visual material as well as
user experiences.
One design example discussed in this book, is a psychiatric institution in
York, England. This 200-year-old facility is a registered charity that offers an
extensive array of patient services, drawing visitors from all over the United
Kingdom (Cooper Marcus & Barnes 1999). This service includes help with
social behavioral skills as well as mastering self-medication and daily living
skills. Interesting about the retreat is their philosophical approach that
recognizes the value of nature. This conviction is carried out in treatment
schemes but also in the design of green space attached to the facility.
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Figure 3.1 shows a map of the institution surrounded by different
opportunities to interact with greenery. According to Cooper Marcus
& Barnes (1999) there are several advantages about this design. Firstly,
the visibility of greenery from the building makes patients aware of
the opportunities brought by the outdoor environment as well as
the possibility to actually go outdoors. Besides that, the strong visual
connection between indoor facilities and outdoor greenery improves visual
quality and provides a passive way of interacting with nature (figure 3.2).
This interaction in turn stimulates the awareness of time since seasonal
changes can be observed. The second positive point is the accessibility of
the outdoor space that is provided by a circular walking network which
enables the visitor to just wander around or walk towards one of the
outdoor activity spaces. This route as well as the multitude of activity
area’s such as the tennis court, cricket field and bowling green provide
the opportunity to actively interact with greenery. On top of that, there
are places designed where patients can get in touch with nature in an
interactive way. Examples are the green houses, walled orchard and
horticultural therapy garden as shown on figure 3.1.
The example of this psychiatric institution shows that the design of a
natural environment should provide different ways of interacting with
nature (passive, active, interactive) in order to achieve healing effects. Also
recognizability regarding place and time can contribute to this process.
Similar conclusion are found in the Alzheimer institution of the Oak Bay
Kiwanis Pavilion in British Colombia, Canada. Figure 3.3 shows a map of
this institution. Here, passive interaction with greenery is provided through
strategic positioning of plants near community rooms. In addition, the
patios give the opportunity to enjoy the outdoors in a comfortable indoor
environment giving sense of time and appreciation of greenery. Active
interaction then, is provided by walking paths and empty lawns which
are intended for spontaneous or organized open air activities. Finally,
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Fig. 3.1: Map of psychiatric institution, York

Fig. 3.2: Green fields at psychiatric institution, York
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opportunity for interactive interaction is found in the north-east corner
where a green house and outdoor activity work area are situated. Sufficient
access to these opportunities is safeguarded by multiple points of entry,
connecting the indoors to the garden surrounding. All these examples are
in line with the results found in York.
Interesting about this facility is the major attention given to stimulation
of the senses (fig. 3.4). The philosophy of the institution is that memory,
conversation and activity can be stimulated through sensory impulses
provided by outdoor components and materialization (Cooper Marcus &
Barnes 1999). That is for example why, ‘A woodland stream was developed
along one edge of the garden with water plants, fish and small waterfalls
providing sights, sounds and smells.’ Additionally, plants are selected for
their color spectrum and smell sensations and ground material is selected
on the base of textural stimulation.
The importance of interaction with greenery, stimulation of the senses
and recognizability are also indicated by Shoemaker (2002). In her book
‘Interaction by design, Bringing People and Plants Together for Health and
Well-Being’, she provides several guidelines for the use of plant material in
order to provide a healing experience. For stimulation of the senses, she
advices to ‘Include colourful plant material in the exterior design as colour
brings sense of life and energy.’ Also plants that rustle in the wind can
contribute to this effect. To stimulate interaction with green she comments
that the design should include curved pathways leading to special
destinations such as, ‘…fountains, bird feeders, and other artwork.’ In this
way, the soul of men can be connected to the origins of nature through
careful use of plant material.
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Fig. 3.3: Map Alzheimer institution, Oak Bay

Fig. 3.4: Sensory stimulation at Alzheimer institution, Oak Bay
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3.4 Spatial recommendations
Together, these examples provided by scientific literature can provide
general recommendations for the spatial design of an environment
regarding its stress reducing qualities. These recommendations consist of:
Interaction with green (passive/active/interactive)
Stimulation of the senses (sound/smell/taste/vision/touch)
Recognizability (access/awareness)
With these spatial recommendations, the answer to the first sub-question
can be answered as visualized in box 2.
Although general recommendations can be formulated based on scientific
literature, it is necessary to include another source of spatial examples
to expand the scope of designing natural environments aiming on stress
reduction. In this case, Japanese garden art will be included, as it is
mentioned in literature to incorporate good examples of environments that
enable stress reduction.

Research question:
What spatial design recommendation can be derived from
restoration and healing garden literature?
Result:
1.
Interaction with green (passive, active, interactive)
2.
Access and Awareness
3.
Stimulation of the senses

Box 2: Answer to the first sub-question
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4. Integrating Japanese Design
4.1 Japanese garden design in restoration theory
In restoration literature, multiple references can be found regarding
Japanese garden art, each of them taking this Asian design profession as
a good example for stress reduction. Kaplan & Kaplan (1989) also refer
to these gardens when explaining their Attention Restoration Theory
(see chapter 3). In order to explain the component of extent, they take
Japanese gardens as an example because this small scale setting illustrates
an environment with ‘sufficient content and structure to occupy the mind’.
In 1995, they refer to Japanese gardens again, when clarifying that the
feeling of extent is not only triggered by large areas of distant wilderness.
It can also be provided by small scale settings, such as the Japanese
garden, in which cleaver walking structures and/or miniaturization is used
to provide a sense connectedness to different settings outside the garden
walls.
In these articles references are made to Japanese garden art, while leaving
the specific design techniques and/or principles rather vague. As these
gardens are pointed out to be good examples, the following sub-sections
will discuss which spatial examples can be derived from this garden
profession. These examples are then used to complement the general
recommendations found in scientific literature.
4.2 Application of Eastern techniques in a Western context
When using Eastern design examples in a Western context, one might
ask if this is appropriate and/or possible in the first place. In this respect,
Nisbett (2003) points out that’… we find large differences between the way
Japanese and Westerners perceive the world and think about it.’ Is it then
worthwhile to apply underlying principles of Japanese garden design in a
cross-cultural context?
According to Slawson (1987) this is indeed possible. In his book ‘Secret
Teachings in the art of Japanese gardens’ he explains that it is possible to
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evaluate Japanese gardens in several ways. The common used approach
is to divide the gardens in categories which relate to chronological time
periods or to typographical classifications based on garden elements.
In this way, Japanese gardens can be grouped together in types such as
the pond-and-island garden, the dry landscape garden, the tea garden
or the stroll garden. According to Slawson (1987) the disadvantage of
such an approach is that the gardens are ‘quantified’ and separated from
underlying intentions, values and philosophies that encouraged the
designer to create the garden in the first place. This quantification turns
Japanese garden in something exotic while the underlying principles relate
to ‘universal and therefore cross-cultural principles’. The central argument
of his book ‘Secret Teachings in the art of Japanese gardens’ is therefore
that,’ the principles of Japanese garden design can indeed be shared with
the West.’
This shows that it is not possible to apply spatial principles directly in
a Western context. The goal should rather be to learn from underlying
principles which can then be adjusted to, or used in, a different situation.
This is also pointed out by Jones (2008) who explains that ‘The best
Japanese-inspired gardens today explore metaphysical space rather than
copying ornamental detail. One stone lantern does not make a Japanese
garden...’ In this thesis, the goal behind finding spatial examples in

Fig. 4.1: Woodblock print Ginkakuji garden, Toshi Yoshida 1963
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Japanese garden design is therefore to learn from its underlying thoughts
and philosophies in order to enable cross-cultural application.
Before pointing out the different spatial examples, it is important to clarify
the main philosophy behind Japanese garden design. In this respect, the
core intention of the Japanese garden architect is to translate feelings of
scenic beauty into small scale garden design (Kuitert 2010, Kawai 2010,
Nakamura 2010). Important for this, is the intention to capture the relation
between humans and their natural environment in a small scale garden
space. The difference in interpretation and translation results in different
types of garden design (see fig. 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4). These images show the
actual setting, and the way this natural scene can be translated abstractly
or more concrete.
This intention can be connected to results found restoration and healing
garden literature where it is argued that the presence of greenery
influences stress reduction in a positive way. This connection is also
pointed out by Cooper Markus & Barnes (1999) when they state that:
‘Whatever our religious or cultural background, the garden, the forest , and
wilderness appeal to our senses and spirit.’ This is confirmed by Friedrich
(1999) who indicates that, ‘research carried out in behavioral sciences has
shown that only a small number of things occur across cultures and among
different personalities that reduce stress and hold attention in positive
ways. The most common are positive, caring human faces, certain views
of nature, and music in certain keys.’ This means that the most important
cross-cultural principle in Japanese garden art is the relation between
humans and their natural environment as this principle can be linked to
health benefits such as stress-reduction.
These references thus show that it is appropriate to look at spatial
examples in Japanese garden art in order to visually supplement the
recommendations found in literature regarding stress reduction. The most
important spatial examples will be clarified in the preceding sub-sections.
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Fig. 4.2: Matsushima, natural scene

Fig. 4.3: Uji, abstract translation

Fig. 4.4: Golden pavilion, concrete translation
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4.3 Interaction with green
Interaction with green is given a lot of attention in Japanese garden design
as the driving philosophy is to visualize and translate the relation between
humans and their natural environment into garden art. The search for a
balanced composition between garden and architecture provides several
examples of how to achieve a passive, active and interactive interaction
with greenery.
4.3.1 Framing; passive
Framing for example can be seen as a passive way to interact with greenery
as the relation between inside and outside is used to strengthen both
garden as well as architecture. A contrast with human made forms makes
the viewer aware of the juxtaposition between natural and non-natural
elements while saturating the space at the same time (Sasaki 2010). In
this sense, buildings can be utilized to frame natural forms (fig. 4.5), while
natural scenes or elements can be framed by architectural constructions
(fig. 4.6) such as windows and sliding doors. With respect to architectural
components in the garden, the enclosure is an important tool for designers
to influence how natural elements in the garden are conceived and to what
extend the surrounding environment should be experienced as part of the
garden scene (Kane 2010).

Fig. 4.5: Landscape frames architecture

Fig. 4.6: Architecture frames landscape
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4.3.2 Indoor planting; passive / interactive
Another way of connecting human life to naturalness is through the design
of indoor planting. An interesting example can be found in traditional
Japanese houses, where the garden is actually interwoven with the
architectural construction. These type of houses were constructed in urban
areas where it was not possible to have a large garden attached to the
building (Kane 2010). Still, the relation with nature was recognized as an
important element in daily life, which led to development of buildings that
alternate garden spaces with architectural chambers (fig. 4.7, 4.8, 4.9).
This technique does not only enable practical use such as fresh air- and
temperature regulation, it also provides city inhabitants with the possibility
to interact with green in a passive and interactive way while at the same
time, staying in their daily living environment (Yoshida 2010).

Fig. 4.8: Indoor garden

Fig. 4.9: Indoor garden

Fig. 4.7: Bird-eye view traditional house, Kyoto
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4.3.3 Opportunity to dwell in the garden; active
In Japanese garden design, several gardens were developed to be merely
appreciated from a fixed vantage point such as a veranda. Stroll gardens on
the other hand, were designed to be enjoyed while dwelling in the garden
itself. By creating different spaces, the designer can incorporate a variety of
scenes inspired by cultural and/or landscape imagery (Kane 1998). While
walking through the garden these scenes are revealed to the visitor in
different stages which shows that garden space is no longer understood as
a continuum in which objects are contained but rather as a sequence of
places that can be experienced through the act of walking (Nitschke 1999).
Figure 4.10 shows an example of a stroll garden in which the wide variety
of natural scenes and elements can only be discovered by moving through
the garden. This shows, that the act of walking can be an important term
for experiencing natural scenes, and in that sense, enable active interaction
with green.
12.

11.

10.

13.

9.

14.
16.

8.

15.

7.

17.

6.

18.

5.

19.
20.
21.
22.

1.

2.

3.

Fig. 4.10: Map of Japanese stroll garden
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1. In stone
2. Lotus pond
3. Yo stone
4. Chines-style gate
5. Horai island
6. Boat dock
7. Pine meadow
8. Teahouse
9. Paddies
10. Arbor
11. Iris and Wisteria
12. Plum orchard
13 Pagoda
15. Tea houses
16. Tsutenbashi
17. Kannon
18. Little Lu-Shan
19. Oi river
20. Folding screen rock
21 Togetsu-Kyo
22. Dike from the
western lake
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4.3.4 Working in the garden; interactive
Interactive interaction with green can be found in the act of gardening.
Interesting about Japanese garden art, is that its maintenance has more
value than the need to for example regulate plant growth. Also values
of aesthetic appreciation and development of spiritual consciousness
determine the drive to nourish a garden scene. According to a Japanese
gardener, the reason for pruning a plant is not to cut it into a perfect round
or oval shape, the goal should rather be to reveal its inherent quality while
paying attention to its context at the same time. In this way, the woodand leave structure can be fully appreciated in its details but also as part
of a total composition (fig. 2.11). Besides this aesthetic appreciation, the
act of gardening can contribute to an increase of spiritual consciousness.
Especially the Japanese Zen garden is known to provide good conditions
for meditation. However, a misunderstanding exists about the way these
gardens are used spiritually, as the composition of these gardens does not
guarantee a more suitable atmosphere than other settings (Nitschke 2010).
According to a Japanese monk, the daily routine of cleaning, cutting and
raking has a much higher effect on the mental state of a human being. This
indicates that it is the awareness needed for maintenance which makes Zen
gardens suitable for spiritual development. An example is the act of raking
which can only be executed properly when the gardener is constantly
aware of foot placing and raking speed (fig. 4.12).

Fig. 4.11: Detail and total composition

Fig. 4.12: The act of raking
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4.4 Stimulation of the senses
One of the functions of a Japanese garden is to create balance in
stimulation of the senses (Nakamura 2010). Sound, smell, touch, vision,
and taste are used by the designer to establish a harmonized composition
which improves the garden experience. This is one of the reasons why
Japanese gardens are known to have a calming effect. This becomes
even more important as modern society only tends to focus on visual
impulses caused by an intensified use of computer and television attributes
(Nakamura 2010). The stressful effect of this singular stimulation can be
reduced by appreciating a garden scene in which the designer applied
a more sophisticated approach regarding stimulation of the senses. For
landscape architects it is important to understand how humans respond
to sensory stimulation as this is how a setting is perceived and appreciated
(Slawson 1998).
4.4.1 Smell
Stimulation of the nose is in most Japanese gardens only present as a
hint. Especially natural senses are appreciated which can be strengthened
by visiting the garden at a certain moment in time. Moss gardens are
for example celebrated for their smell after a rainy period (fig. 4.13).
Additionally, these natural senses are brought indoors by incense sticks.
Burning different colors can bring the smell of a distant forest or misty
morning close by.

Fig. 4.13: Smell of the garden after a period of rain
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4.4.2 Vision
In Japanese gardens stimulation of the eye is provided by triggering the
creative and adventurous nature of human beings. By preventing a total
view over the garden, the designer leaves more freedom to the visitor
who can now imagine the invisible parts of the setting. According to Sasaki
(2010) this is why, ’Japanese spaces tend to be ambiguous rather than
clear’. Choosing to show or not to show certain elements in the garden
can make the space fascinating rather than boring. This principles is for
example applied in the design of stroll and boat gardens where strategic
planting (fig. 4.14) and organic routing (fig. 4.15) are used to trigger the
visitors curiosity and encourage them to move through the garden in a
certain way. This means that the use of visual motivators can provide the
designer with a tool to influence speed as well as sequence in which the
garden is revealed (Kane 1998).

Fig. 4.14: Ambigious space

Fig. 4.15: Organic roads invite to explore
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4.4.3 Sound
For designing the Murin-an garden (fig. 4.18) its architect was inspired by
the sound of water (fig. 4.16, 4.17). By measuring different water sounds
he created ‘cells’ that became the basis for his spatial design (Kuitert 2010).
Instead of visual chambers the garden uses sound chambers that guide
the visitor from one acoustic area to the other by the dripping, swirling
and rippling sounds of water. This example shows a different approach
to creating spaces in the sense that it does not incorporate visual tools
to provide a change in spatial experience. This indicates that stimulation
of other senses, in this case sound, can also be used to create spatial
differentiation.

Fig. 4.16: Water element, ripling

Fig. 4.17: Water element, swirling

Fig. 4.18: Map of Murin-an garden
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4.4.4 Touch
Stimulation of touch is used by Japanese designers to make the visitor
aware of details and actions that normally do not receive a lot of attention.
Especially in the tea garden, everything is designed to increase the
visitors awareness regarding everyday activities such as walking, eating
and drinking (Nitschke 1999). Extreme shaped bridges (fig. 4.20) are for
example used to raise awareness of height differences and in addition
make the visitor aware of the element that is crossed, in this case a small
water stream.
Another often used technique is the path of stepping stones (fig. 4.19).
Because the stones have an uneven texture and are placed with gaps
between them, the visitor is forced to look down and concentrate on
footing (Kane 1998). This makes the visitor aware of a very normal action
like walking, while at the same time, details in the close surrounding of
the path are noticed. Through careful stimulation of the touch senses, the
designer can influence awareness while at the same time regulate walking
speed.

Fig. 4.19: Stepping stones

Fig. 4.20: Extreme shaped bridge
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4.4.5 Taste
In Japan, the tea garden is especially designed around the experience
of taste. Everything in the garden and around the architecture serves to
improve the experience of the tea ceremony. In this sense, drinking tea
is not a way to relieve thirst. It is rather an expression of high standard
etiquette as well as aesthetic appreciation of everyday objects and
rituals (Nitschke 2010, Saito 2007). This is also argued by Ludwig (1981),
who comments that drinking tea is ‘a way to reconnect to nature by
appreciating simplicity and detail as an artistic culture’. Figure 4.21 shows
people drinking green tea (fig. 4.22) on the veranda while enjoying the
garden scenery. The intersection of building and garden is here used to
appreciate the natural scenery while the overall experience is strengthened
by the taste of tea. Besides that, the warm beverage contributes to a calm
state of mind which in turn enables one to better appreciate the simple
and common things in the environment (Japanese monk 2010). Important
for stimulation of taste is thus the combination with a garden scene to
enable a stronger connection with nature.

Fig. 4.21: Drinking tea while enjoying natural scenery

Fig. 4.22: Green tea
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4.5 Recognizability
Every element in Japanese gardens is consciously designed for a particular
experience which in most cases refers to the relation between humans and
their natural environment. Access to and awareness of this envisioned
experience is carefully designed with the help of physical as well as
psychological techniques. This indicates that recognizability is an important
aspect of the garden composition.
4.5.1 Sense of place
In Japanese garden design, several principles are used to create a sense
of place. One of them is the principle of ‘borrowed scenery’, that is also
known in western design practice. In Japan, this technique is applied by
designing a fore, middle and background which visually connects the
garden to its surrounding landscape (Kuitert 2002). The garden of Entsu-ji
(fig. 4.25) is a good example of the way Japanese designers incorporated
this borrowed view into their garden design. The use of this technique
originates from the time in which is was a fashion to use the rural
landscape as a romantic stage for parties held by the elite (Kuitert 2002).
Keane (1998) however argues that the use of borrowed scenery was also
applied in a more religious context. In this respect, different landmarks
in the surrounding of a temple would be named by the priests and linked
to the temple by borrowed scenery. In this way, they assigned spiritual
meaning to distant landscape elements and with that extended the domain
of their temple.
Even if the underlying reason for incorporating the surrounding landscape
in a garden differs, the effect remains the same. By using the garden
composition to focus on landmarks outside the garden or other place
specific scenery, a sense of place and orientation is accomplished.
Next to borrowed scenery, the use of place specific vegetation plays an
important role in Japanese garden design. It is even written in the Sakuteiki
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(the first known book to incorporate design guidelines) that ‘In the planting
of trees and herbs you make their natural habitats your model’ (Slawson
1987). When for instance using trees that naturally grow along the river
(fig. 4.23), they should be planted on a riverbed in the garden as well (fig.
4.24).
4.5.2 Sense of time
In Japanese gardens, sense of time is reflected in the appreciation of
temporality which has to do with time flow. In this respect, the acceptance
and appreciation of change originates from human similarities with
natural life cycles and strengthens the feeling of being part of nature.
Here, the garden plays a fundamental role as it provides the opportunity
to appreciate natural changes while being in the comfort surrounding

Fig. 4.23: Natural scene

Fig. 4.24: Garden scene

Fig. 4.25: Borrowed view
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of an everyday setting (Keane 1998). An example is the application of
weathering material such as stone water basins (fig. 4.27) and bamboo
fences (fig. 4.26). These materials are celebrated for their temporality and
are therefore most appreciated when material decay is visible.
In addition, the conscious use of seasonal characteristics can remind
human beings of their own life cycle. As this change strongly relates to a
specific moment in time, the design of a garden can respond to this by
relating the wholeness of space to temporal stages of decay or to seasonal
characteristics (Sasaki 2010). This means that parts of the garden can only
be appreciated during a specific season (fig. 4.28), or after a period of
weathering. In this way, the visitor van appreciate a garden in which nature
revels itself (Sasaki 2010).

Fig. 4.26: Material decay, bamboo

Fig. 4.27: Material decay, stone

Fig. 4.28: Sense of season, spring
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4.5.3 Veranda as intersection between garden and architecture
In the tradition of Japanese garden art, unique forms of transition between
architecture and garden are developed (Sasaki 2010). One example is
the design of a veranda (fig. 4.29, 4.30) which according to Sasaki (2010)
represents ‘a woven spatial fabric of nature and architecture, where
the ambiguity between inside and outside dominates’. This means that
careful design of the intersection does not only connect building and
garden spaces, it is also provides a place for appreciating the natural and
architectural elements (Yakasaki 2010).

Fig. 4.29: Transition zone, house - veranda - garden

Fig. 4.30: Veranda as intersection between garden and architecture
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4.5.4 Importance of routing
In a Japanese garden, paths have a more important role than merely
an element that can bring people from one point to the other (Keane
1998). This is especially visible in tea gardens (fig. 4.31) were pathways
are designed to bring people in a pure state of mind which should enable
them to fully appreciate the tea ceremony that takes place at the end of
the pathway (Kawai 2010). In order to achieve this state of mind several
techniques are applied to the design of the pathway. Examples are the
stepping stones, crawl trough gate and elevated entrance of the tea hut.
The physical actions needed to reach the final destination are in that sense
psychological tricks that influence a persons state of mind. The route
and what is encountered during the route, can therefore be seen as an
important preparation for the final experience, in this case drinking tea.

Fig. 4.31: Map of tea garden
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4.5.5 Entrance experience
In the time that most traditional gardens in Japan were created, only the
higher class had the space and money to create a garden in addition to
their house. Some gardens were attached to temples and palaces in the
outskirt, while others had to be developed with the space limitations of
urban areas. Either way, garden and architecture were always carefully
balanced on the given property. This is also shown in the entrance
experience. In western culture, one often approaches the building from
the front, to appreciate the architectural grandeur (fig. 4.32). Behind the
building one can then appreciate the garden, as it were two separate
entities. In Japan however, garden and architecture are more interwoven
and designed to strengthen each other. This means that the building
does not stand in front of the garden, it is rather incorporated in the total
composition (fig. 4.33).

Fig. 4.32: Entrance experience in Western society

Fig. 4.33: Entrance experience in Eastern society
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4.6 Conclusion
The preceding sub-sections showed that several spatial examples can be
found in Japanese garden design art which can complement the general
recommendations described in chapter 3. Box 3 provides an overview of
these examples and with that answers the third research question.
It is also shown that, when using these examples in a western context, it is
important to translate information rather than literally copying Japanese
techniques. As every location is unique, site specific information should be
used to make them suitable for the situation at hand.

Research question:
What spatial examples can be derived from Japanese
garden art?
Result:
1.
Framing
2.
Indoor planting
3.
Dwell in the garden
4.
Work in the garden
5.
Natural odour
6.
Stepping stones
7.
Extreme shapes
8.
Partially hiding
9.
Curved roads
10.
Water sounds
11.
Sense of place
12.
Sense of time
13.
Entrance experience
14.
Veranda
15.
Routing
Box 3: Answer to second sub-question
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5. Guidelines
5.1 Description
The research goal of this thesis is to create design guidelines that can be
used to improve stress reducing qualities of the outdoor environment.
Previous chapters described principles that can serve to formulate such
guidelines. Box 4 shows a schematic combination of this information and
with that provides the answer tot the third research question.
The three categories in the scheme consist of type, sub-type and variety.
The types refer to the spatial recommendations found in scientific
literature. The sub-types are used to specify the content of these
recommendations. The varieties in turn, refer to the principles found in
Japanese garden design and serve as spatial examples to illustrate the subtypes.
5.2 Application
The Oxford dictionary (2011) describes a guideline to be , ‘a general
rule, principle or piece of advice’. The word guideline indicates that the
information should be provided in a linear form. In this case however, the
advice is captured in a scheme to provide some amount of flexibility. For
landscape design, this aspect is very important as every situation has its
own characteristics, problems and potentials. By providing a scheme rather
than a set of rules, application of the provided information can be adjusted
to the specific situation at hand.
Although this application can take place in a flexible way, a certain value
is attached to the different categories. In this respect, the types are least
flexible as they should all be included during the design process. The
sub-types in turn are semi-flexible as their use depends on site specific
information. Finally, the varieties are most flexible because they serve as
spatial examples which makes them usable as a source of inspiration rather
than a fixed technique. Which means that additional spatial solutions can
be added and not all varieties have to be used to achieve the indented
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Research question:
Which design guidelines can be formulated based on
spatial recommendations and spatial principles?
Type

Sub-type
Passive

Interaction with green

Active
Interactive
Smell
Touch

Stimulation of the senses

Taste
Vision
Sound

Variety
Framing
Indoor planting
Dwell in garden
Work in garden
Indoor planing
Natural
Stepping stones
Extreme shapes
Eat / Drink outside
Partial hiding
Curved roads
Water
Veranda

Access

Entrance experience
Routing

Recognizability
Awareness

Box 4: Answer to third sub-question
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Sense of time
Sense of place
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effect. This process of selection and addition can be based on site specific
information.
With regard to sequence, the categories as visualised in the scheme are
randomly ordered as the value of the three types is equally distributed.
This means that all types should be present in the given situation because
it is their complementation that makes the process of stress reduction to
succeed.
When looking at the design process, it can be predicted when the
guidelines will be used. According to Koh (2010) the design process can be
subdivided into programming, concept design, schematic design, design
development, construction documents, management and post-occupancy
evaluation. The guidelines as visualised in the scheme are intended
to inform and inspire the designer during the development process.
Application of the guidelines is therefore most suitable during the concept
design, schematic design and design development phase (fig. 5.1). In
addition they can serve to evaluate existing or future situations on stress
reducing qualities found in the outdoor environment.
With respect to the design phases of concept design, schematic design and
design development the guidelines will only be suitable on certain scale
levels. Different design challenges ask for solutions on different scale levels
like international, national, regional, local and detail. The guidelines as
visualised in the scheme are developed with information stemming from
small scale levels and are therefore most suitable for application on local
and detailed level (fig. 5.2).
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Programming
Concept design
Schematic design

International

Design development

National

Construction documents
Management

Regional
Local

Post-occupancy
evaluation

Detail

Fig. 5.1: Use of guidelines during design process
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Fig. 5.2: Use of guidelines at
different scale levels
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Part 3: Example project Rijnsweerd
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6. Introduction
6.1 Stress reduction at the workplace
The goal behind improvement of stress reducing qualities in the outdoor
environment of office buildings is to increase livability and with that
productivity. To accomplish this goal it is important to balance moments
of hard work with moments of relaxation. On the one hand, too much
relaxation will result in less working hours while on the other hand, too
little relaxation will lead to inefficiency during working hours. In this thesis
the focus will be on the in-between-working moments to accomplish
maximum stress reduction during the few moments outside the office
building. In this way, maximum productivity can be accomplished in the
working hours while maximum stress reduction can be provided during
lunch/coffee breaks and commuting moments.
6.2 Spatial requirements for office park design
The previous chapters described spatial recommendations for stress
reduction in general as to provide guidelines and examples for the
design of everyday environments. In order to specify them for the
design of workplace settings, this information should be combined with
requirements related to office park development.
In an office park different companies are grouped together in one
area. According to Corning (2011) a cohesive design of outdoor space
is therefore important as the unified character ensures,’… credibility,

Coherent design of outdoor space to ensure:
1. Professionalism
2. Brand identity
3. Safety
4. Accessibility
Box 5: Requirements for office park design
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professionalism, and brand identity as well as enabling efficient access and
circulation around the site for pedestrians and vehicles.’
These findings are supported in the ‘Business park and industrial
development handbook’ where Frej (2001) argues that a good functioning
office park should be accessible, safe and attractive.
When this information is taken together, general requirements for the
design of an office park can be formulated (Box 5). The next step is then
to combine these requirements with the recommendations for stress
reduction to enable suitable application for office park development.
6.3 Choice of location
To explore how the guidelines can be used during the design process and
what kind of spatial change would be the result, an example project in The
Netherlands is selected based on two criterea points.
The first criteria is the presence of multiple office buildings in a park like
setting. This criteria is based on the definition of an office park to ensure
the right type of business entity is selected. By working in an area where
multiple companies are located, the shared outdoor environment can
provide stress reduction for many employees. The park like setting ensures
sufficient space and landscape elements to apply the formulated design
guidelines. An area where these components are lacking would not be
suitable because the lack of space could prevent application of one or
more guidelines.
The second criteria is based on the current ambitions of companies in the
office park regarding their outdoor space. In order to make the design
valuable for the office park owners, there should already be an intention to
develop outdoor space in the near future. In this way, the intention of this
thesis can complement ambitions in the project area by providing a design
proposal for improvement of outdoor space.
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Based on these selection criteria, the office park of Rijnsweerd (NL) is
chosen as a suitable example project. The area is located on the north-east
border of Utrecht (fig. 6.1) and facilitates office space to more than 10
different companies. These buisiness entities provide insurance, lawyer and
provincial services to national as well as international customers (fig. 6.2).
6.4 Ambition SKR
Until now, the development of Rijnsweerd is marked by urbanisation to
ensure a good economical position (fig. 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.7). In order to keep
up with other office parks in Utrecht and the Randstad, development
of extra office buildings was needed to maintain high productivity and
attract customers. During this process, a lot of attention was given to
functionality; how to get employees as fast as possible from their house to
their desk. The result is an area in which the appearance is determined by
architectural structures. At the moment, this urbanisation strategy seems
to have lost its value, since …% of the office space in the Netherlands is not
in use anymore. To avoid this exodus, a new strategy should be developed
to maintain a good marketing position.
The companies in Rijnsweerd therefore decided to unite themselves in
an organisation called Stichting Kantoren park Rijnsweerd (SKR). Goal
of this organisation is to collectively arrange development of outdoor
environment in order to ensure safety and improve liveability (Bedrijven
investerings zone 2010). The Oxford dictionary (2011) describes liveability
as, ‘attractive and suitable to live in’. In stead of increasing building density
the new strategy of SKR is to improve the existing office park by paying
attention to appearance, comfort and health. In this way, a more suitable
working environment for employees and a more inviting and attractive
environment for customers should safeguard their concurrence position.
In the past, a lot of attention was given to functionality. However, the
new strategy calls for an approach in which the outdoor environment can
contribute to productivity in more ways than providing a surface to build
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Fig. 6.1: Office park Rijnsweerd bird-eye view
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on or drive through. Companies attached to the SKR now seek ways to
accomplish this goal (fig. 6.8). This thesis can provide a way to reach this
goal by providing a direction in which the outdoor space can be improved
to ensure an incerase of liveability as well as productivity.
6.5 Assignment and approach
This is where thesis’ intentions complement ambitions of SKR as
consideration of stress reduction in the design of outdoor environments
can increase liveability through implementation of positive health
conditions. The assignment for this example project is therefore to propose
spatial interventions that can improve stress reducing qualities of the
outdoor environment in Rijnsweerd. These interventions are based on a
combination of design guidelines, office park requirements and site specific
opportunities.
To fulfill this assignment, the current position of Rijnsweerd in the spatial
network will be analysed. Together with an analysis of current stress
reducing qualities, conclusions can be drawn concerning problems and
opportunities for stress reduction the office park of Rijnsweerd. These
conclusions are then used to formulate a concept which will be translated
into several design options. One of these options will then be further
developed into a design proposal consisting of strategic as well as detailed
interventions for development of outdoor space in Rijnsweerd.
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Fig. 6.2: Companies located in office park Rijnsweerd
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Fig. 6.3: Rijnsweerd, 1800

Fig. 6.4: Rijnsweerd, 1980

Fig. 6.5: Rijnsweerd, 1988
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Fig. 6.6: Rijnsweerd, 1992

Fig. 6.7: Rijnsweerd, 2000

?

Fig. 6.8: Rijnsweerd, 2025
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7. Analysis
7.1 Spatial connections
Before zooming in to the actual project area, the relation between
Rijnsweerd, the city of Utrecht and its neighbouring landscape is analysed
to clarify how the office park is connected to its direct surroundings.
Figure 7.2 shows a topographical map of the city border in which the
office park is indicated by the red line. Because of its position at the city
border, Rijnsweerd is part of a transition zone between Utrecht and its
surrounding landscape (fig. 7.1). As a result, Rijnsweerd is connected to city
and landscape by several landscape elements. This spatial organisation is
further explained by four maps that single out the position of Rijnsweerd
in relation to the water network, landscape typologies, infrastructural
network and urbanisation pattern.
Figure 7.3 shows the main water network of Utrecht and its surroundings.
Visualized is a circular water system in which two rings connect the inner
city with its borders. From the outer circle two main streams link the
surrounding landscape with the city. In this respect, a key position is taken
up by Rijnsweerd as this area is located on a place at the outer ring, on the
point where a landscape stream is entering the city. The second network

Fig. 7.1: Location on city border, bird-eye view
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Fig. 7.2: Location on city border, topographical map
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consists of the ‘Nieuwe Hollandse Waterlinie’ (Dutch water defend line)
indicated on figure 7.3 with by blue/green spots. These spots make up a
network of fortifications that protected Utrecht by inundation fields. On
this point, Rijnsweerd again seems to claim a key position, as one of these
fortifications is located in the direct surrounding of the office park.
Figure 7.4 then shows how Rijnsweerd can be seen in relation to different
landscape typologies. In the west, the area is connected to the city and
bordered by the peat landscape on the north. From the east, sandy soils
determine the edge, whereas the south is attached to the river landscape.
These different landscape typologies are all connected to the city border of
Utrecht, which gives Rijnsweerd a key position in making these landscapes
accisible.
Figure 7.5 however, shows that Rijnsweerd is isolated by at least two
highway’s. Although several roads connect the inner city to the outer
peat

sand

city

river

Fig. 7.3: Water network

Fig. 7.4: Landscape typologies
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landscape, the two infrastructural rings make it difficult to quickly move
between the city and its surrounding landscape, especially for slow traffic
transportation. On top of that, the strong division made by the highway
line makes it difficult to recognize the southern part of Rijnsweerd to
belong to the office park. Furthermore, this figure shows that Rijnsweerd
does not have a top location with respect to public transportation, as it is
located exactly in between the two train connections. Although efficient
access from all highway directions is facilitated, connection with the inner
city remains underdeveloped.
Finally, figure 7.6 shows the urbanisation pattern which makes it clear how
the structure of the city ring is organized. From this image, a strong division
between the inner city and developments on the edge can be perceived.
Divided by the infrastructural network, several urban islands, of wich
Rijnsweerd is one, can be pointed out which together form the city border
of Utrecht.

Fig. 7.5: Infrastructure

Fig. 7.6: Urbanisation
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7.2 Existing qualities for stress reduction
When zooming in to the actual project area, an analysis can be made
with regard to existing qualities for stress reduction. In the current
situation office park Rijnsweerd consists for 20% of green space, 50% hard
surface and 30% of build area (fig. 7.7). Green space here is calculated
by measuring any type of planting as well as water surface. The hard
surface is determined by infrastructural material together with parking
lots, whereas the build area reflects the sum of all office building ground
floor. As a result, the amount of green space seems relatively low. This is
however compensated by the ecological park Bloeyendael on the northwestern border and the allotment gardens on the north-eastern border.
As this greenery is used by employees during their lunch break, it can be
considered as a functional part of the office park. This means that the
availability of greenery close to the workplace is very low, whereas the
amount of neighboring green is relatively high.

Fig. 7.7: Pressence of green in office park Rijnsweerd
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7.2.1 Interaction with green; passive
The low amount of green space close to office buildings (fig. 7.10)
translates itself in minor possibilities for interacting with green on a passive
way. Since a lot of employees spend most of their time indoors, the view
from their office is very important when it comes to passive interaction
with green. Unfortunately, this view is dominated by concrete material and
parked cars (fig. 7.8). On top of that, low maintenance regulation (Aalberts
2011) result in abandoned green and low cost solutions (fig. 7.9).

Fig. 7.8: View on parking lot

Fig. 7.9: View on concrete water element

Fig. 7.10: Passive; view from building
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7.2.2 Interaction with green; active
The possibility for active interaction with green in Rijnsweerd is determined
by the infrastructural outline. In this respect, figure 7.13 shows that focus
is put mainly on motorized transportation, such as car and bus traffic. In
general, a main route can be identified (fig. 7.11), which goes from the
west side of the area along the office buildings, to exit again on the east
side. This infrastructural setting leaves almost no room for transportation
by bike. Main bicycle paths can be found on the borders of the area and
along the main traffic road. Sufficient walking paths are merely located in
park Bloeyendael. This focus on motorized vehicles is clearly translated to
facilities around the office buildings as the huge amount of parking lots
stands in contrast to the absence of bicycle racks and minor attention to
sidewalk design (fig. 7.12).

Fig. 7.11: Main road

Fig. 7.12: Lack of bicycle facilities

Fig. 7.13: Active; infrastructure and greenery
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7.2.3 Interaction with green; interactive
Interactive interaction with green can also be described as the possibility to
interfere with natural elements such as greenery and water. This is clearly
visible in the allotment gardens near the office park (fig. 7.16), where
people from neighboring districts grow vegetables, flowers and other
kind of greenery (fig. 7.14, 7.15). This value is unfortunately not chaired
with the office park, as a clear border and minor accessibility obstructs
employees to enter the allotment gardens. Despite these constraints,
the area is used by office workers to make a lunch walk (which is active
interaction with green).

Fig. 7.14: Allotment garden close to office park

Fig. 7.15: Allotment garden

Fig. 7.16: Location allotment gardens
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7.2.4 Stimulation of the senses
In order to analyze stimulation of the senses, a grid is placed over the
topographical map of Rijnsweerd (fig. 7.18) to create equally divided
points of intersection. Each point then refers to a setting (fig. 7.17) where
values for smell, touch, sound, vision and taste were measured. The results
are displayed in graphics based on a study by Dunn (2010), showing the
intensity of stimulation (fig. 7.19) and the appreciation that is given to
this stimulation (fig. 7.20). From these visualizations, several conclusions
concerning sensory stimulation in Rijnsweerd can be derived.
Overall, there is a minor stimulation of the senses in Rijnsweerd of which
taste is least stimulated. This is mainly caused by the absence of restaurant,
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Fig. 7.17: Situation images
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supermarket or cafeteria facilities. Sound (and smell) on the other hand,
are most represented although the type of stimulation is not appreciated.
This can be explained by the excessive presence of motorized vehicles.
Furthermore, the minor stimulation of touch is notable. Since the whole
area is designed in concrete and asphalt, only smooth area’s containing
the same street materials can be experienced. This is on the one hand
appreciated because it facilitates a fast and easy transport through the
area. However, on the other hand, little excitement can be derived from
this singular stimulation.
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Fig. 7.18: Grid sensory mapping
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Finally, when looking at the types of settings, a difference between green
areas and places with a lot of hard surface is shown by the graphics. In this
respect, natural settings stimulate the senses in a more diverse way with
mainly positive appreciation, whereas the urban settings stimulate the
senses on a singular way with predominantly negative appreciation.

legend
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sound
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taste
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Fig. 7.19: Intensitiy of stimulation
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negative
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Fig. 7.20: Appreciation of stimulation
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7.2.5 Recognizability; opportunity to dwell in greenery
Analysis shows that Rijnsweerd does not hold many opportunities to sit or
dwell in public space, let alone in a green environment. Settings that are
not designed as parking lot mainly serve a visual function and are therefore
not accessible and/or usable. The only place where employees have
the opportunity to sit and dwell is in park Bloeyendael (fig. 7.24). Here
organic roads (fig. 7.21) lead to places where wooden benches are placed
(fig. 7.22) to enjoy the natural scenery (fig. 7.23). Since this is the only
opportunity to sit outside, many employees make use of it. Unfortunately,
this ecological park is not designed nor intended to receive this amount of
user density (Aalberts 2010).

Fig. 7.21: Opportunity to
walk in greenery

Fig. 7.22: Opportunity to
sit in greenery

Fig. 7.23: Water element

Fig. 7.24: Opportunity to sit / dwell in greenery
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7.2.6 Recognizability; entrance experience
In figure 7.25 several entrances toward office buildings in Rijnsweerd are
shown. Together they provide a general image of how employees and
visitors enter their workplace. As depicted, most approaches contain some
elevation in the form of small stairways, which reflect the status companies
in this area like to transmit. The majority of entries are reached by walking
trough a parking lot or a large area of concrete material. Positioning of
fences and gates make the entrance difficult to reach especially when using
a bicycle. These visual and physical constraints create a hostile atmosphere
which is strengthened by the absence of green around entrance areas.

Fig. 7.25: Entrance design
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7.2.7 Recognizability; transition zone
Shown on figures 7.26 and 7.27 is the way in which building and outdoor
space are connected in the office park of Rijnsweerd. In order to create
a high amount of office floor space, the available ground space is totally
covered by the footprint of each building. This results in a hard transition
between building and public space as no room is left for additional planting
or the design of some sort of transition zone. The hard cut edge is in most
cases materialized by clean lawn or concrete paving. Besides the visual
disadvantages, another downside of neglecting to design a transition zone
is the absence of dwelling space around the building.

Fig. 7.26: Hard transition building - public space

Fig. 7.27: Hard transition building - parking lot
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7.3 Problem statement
From this analysis, several conclusions can be drawn regarding stress
reducing qualities of the outdoor environment in office park Rijnsweerd.
On the district level, spatial connections show that Rijnsweerd maintains
a key position through its location at the city border. This means that the
spatial layout should facilitate accessibility as it is located on the transition
zone between city and landscape. Unfortunately, two highway rings make
movement between urban and natural environments very difficult.
This problem is reflected on a local level as well, where current stress
reducing qualities of the outdoor environment were evaluated. From this
it can be concluded that the focus on motorized transportation limits
the possibility to have sufficient interaction with green. Besides that,
stimulation of the senses is represented by a monotonous and negative
experience. Besides that, the absence of dwelling space and the minor
attention given to the design entrance areas, reduce the opportunity to
have a stress reducing experience close to the building.
The results of this analysis thus show that the overall problem regarding
stress reduction in Rijnsweerd is caused by the separation of green and
workplace environment which limits the possibilities to have a stress
reducing experience during in-between-working hours.
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Type

Sub-type
Passive

Variety
Framing
Indoor planting
Other; office view

Interaction with green

Active

Dwell in garden
Other; infrastructure

Interactive

Work in garden
Indoor planing
Other

Smell

Natural
Other

Touch

Stepping stones
Extreme shapes
Other; texture

Stimulation of the senses

Taste

Vision

Eat / Drink outside
Other
Partial hiding
Curved roads
Other; colour

Sound

Water
Other
Veranda

Access

Entrance experience
Routing

Recognizability

Other

Awareness
Fig. 7.28: Use of design guidelines

Sense of time
Sense of place
Other

Figure 7.28 shows that all types and sub-types of the guidelines were
used during the programming phase of the design process. Because the
guidelines were created with information from the local scale level they
proved to be most suitable for analysis on the project level where, in this
case, all the types and sub-types were used to point out existing qualities,
problems and opportunities regarding stress reduction in the office park
of Rijnsweerd. On the other hand, an analysis on the district level showed
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that guidelines regarding accessibility and sense of place can be used to
indicate how the project area is spatially connected to its surrounding
landscape. Conclusions of this analysis were then combined with the
request of Stichting Kantoren Park Rijnsweerd to increase liveability in the
outdoor environment of their office park. In this respect, the application of
design guidelines was balanced with office park requirements to formulate
the site specific assignment.
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8. Vision and Concept
8.1 Vision
From the analysis it can be concluded that there are already several
restorative qualities present in and around the office park. The main
problem however, is that they are not integrated with the workplace
experience. To develop these potentials, the spatial layout of Rijnsweerd
should be improved based on guidelines regulations. As the assignment
for development of the office park describes an integration between
guidelines, ambitions and site specific opportunities the concept of a
golden deal is formulated. In addition, two design convictions are explained
which influenced design choices made during the creative process of
translating the golden deal concept into spatial interventions.
8.2 Golden deal concept
In the design proposal for office park Rijnsweerd roughly two components
are important. The first one is the intention of SKR to increase livability
to provide better working conditions for employees and an attractive
appearance for customers. Main reason behind this, is the increase of
productivity and improvement of the image attached to the office park.
In turn, the statement of this thesis is that improvement of livability can
be accomplished through an environment that holds stress reducing
qualities. For this, the presence, quality and usability of green are very
important. Unfortunately, the analysis of Rijnsweerd showed that the two
components, green and workplace, are somehow separated. To increase
stress reducing qualities and with that livability, these two components
thus need to be integrated.
This intention is visualized in the concept of a golden deal (fig. 8.1). In
the current situation the two parties, green and workplace, are both
present and are functioning properly. However, they stand side to side,
keeping their qualities to themselves. If they would work together they can
strengthen each other and create new opportunities for development. This
figure visualizes the idea behind proposed interventions while at the same
time clarifying how this can be arranged spatially. In the present situation,
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green is separated from the workplace by a hard division, whereas the
proposed situation shows a transition between these components.
8.3 Design convictions
Transforming this concept into a spatial design will take place through a
creative process in which choices are based on rational information as
well as intuitive feelings. This means that every architect will translate the
guidelines slightly different as convictions differ from person to person.
These distinctions are inevitable and maybe even desirable since they
reflect the creative signature of a designer. In order to understand design
choices, it is important to clarify such forming ideas. During the design
process of this thesis, two convictions influenced spatial choices.

seperated

working together

Fig. 8.1: Golden deal concept
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The first one is that of strategic acupuncture. This method is based
on the believe that small changes can have great effects (Shieh 2001).
It is especially used in the urban context where the method refers to
minor interventions that can make an urban structure more healthy
and sustainable. In cities for example, this strategy can be applied by
improving key points that in turn start a positive chain reaction which
in the end benefits the whole urban structure (Robinson et al. 2007).
Interesting about this modest approach is the use of existing strengths and
opportunities. Only minor changes are needed to improve an entire area,
which makes the change more acceptable in a social as well as economical
point of view.
The second conviction is that of experiential design, which has to do with
the underlying intention of an architect. In this case, the goal is to make
a design based on human feelings by creating places of joy and comfort.
This experiential approach is also used in other design professions such as
product development.
The intention is to provide the user with a ‘rich experience’ that allows a
person to, not only enjoy the functional use, but also other aspects related
to the product such as its appearance (Forlizzi 1997). This means that,
the emphasis is put on a total experience in which the interaction with a
product or place is designed.
These two convictions of an experiential and acupuncturist approach
influenced design choices in the process of applying design guidelines to
the project area of Rijnsweerd. In this respect, the design intention is to
relieve feelings of stress by providing a relaxing experience in the outdoor
environment. This experience is designed by improving key points in the
area that are derived from site specific opportunities and office park
requirements. This approach led to transformation of the concept into a
strategic plan which contains several spatial interventions.
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9. Design proposal
9.1 Design options
To explore how the concept can be translated into a spatial design for
the office park of Rijnsweerd, several design options are developed.
Every option is based on the goal to bring existing qualities of the green
environment closer to the workplace experience. In that way, different
types of green are used to explore it’s spatial effects.
9.1.1 Water ecology
In the first option, the ecological value of park Bloeyendael is drawn
into the office park (fig. 9.1). Development of water ecology related to
the peat area will therefore be the main design intervention. Here, the
natural characteristics of this type of green is reflected by an organic form
language.
Positive points of this option stem from the intensive use of water. For
stress reduction it is important to have enough opportunity to experience
water elements. This option introduces a large quantity of water close
to the work experience and with that meets this requirement. Besides
that, this option has additional value for the surrounding landscape as

building
fort
ecological water
structure

Fig. 9.1: Water ecology
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it is suitable for natural water purification. The application of ecological
green also has an additional value, because Rijnsweerd can now serve as a
steppingstone in the ecological network which allows water related fauna
to migrate along the ‘Nieuw Hollandse Waterlinie’. Finally, the use of one
type of green will strengthen coherence in the project area.
On the other hand, negative elements make this option less suitable
for application. The first point relates to the intensive use of ecological
green which can be experienced as hostile and/or ugly (Berg). This type
of experience is in conflict with office park requirements that describe a
clear and professional appearance. On top of that, the feeling of a hostile
environment will generate stress rather than relieving it. The final negative
point relates to the major interventions that are needed to fully develop
this option while design convictions indicate a strategy in which minor
interventions should lead to improvement.
9.1.2 Green variety
In the second option, the different types of green that can be found in
the immediate surrounding of the office park are drawn into the project
area (fig. 9.2). This option is similar to the water ecology, but differs in
the variety of green used to integrate with the workplace experience. The
types of green relate to the ecology of park Bloeyendael in the east, the
allotment gardens in the north and the city green in the south. As a result,
different form language is used in the different segments of the office park
as they reflect the form language of their surrounding greenery. As a result,
some parts of the area include organic shapes while others contain formal
shapes.
This combination of form language can work positively in the relation
between stress reduction and office park requirements. By applying form
language in a strategic way, the office buildings can have a professional
entrance experience for business purpose while having a more informal
atmosphere at the backside to provide stress reducing experiences
for employees. Another positive point is the sense of place created
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by integration of surrounding characteristics. This makes it possible to
experience the location of Rijnsweerd on the city border by relating to its
neighbouring functions. Application of the different types of green also
positively influence orientation as every type can be attached to a certain
part in the office park.
On the other hand, this segmentation can have negative effects since
coherence can be lost by creating this kind of spatial differences.
9.1.3 Landscape green
Rijnsweerd finds itself on a unique location at the city border where
different landscape types come together. As this is not visible in the
office park, the third option tends to integrate these regional landscape
characteristics with the workplace experience (fig. 9.3). As a result, the
eastern part reflects the peat landscape, the northern part integrates
forest characteristics and the southern part shows elements of the river
area. This option is similar to the green variety but differs in the way that
sense of place is interpreted on a larger scale level, including regional
landscape characteristics.

building
fort
bushes
allotment green
city green

Fig. 9.2: Green variation
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Positive points of this type relate to the sense of place as form language
reflects the unique position of Rijnsweerd in its surrounding landscape.
Negative however, is the distance between the office park and the actual
landscape green. In this sense the question is if it is desirable to reflect
landscape characteristics in a city border situation. Besides that, the size of
interventions is to large to fit the acupuncture conviction.
9.1.4 Selected option
Evaluation of the positive as well as negative points resulted in selection
and integration of the three design options. In this respect, green variety is
chosen as the carrying design strategy that will be developed further into a
spatial design proposal. This option is selected because it makes best use
of existing qualities at the site, while reflecting a sense of place at the same
time. A negative point is the lack of coherence which can be solved by
introducing a strong and visible water structure. In this way, the option of
green variety will be complemented by elements from water ecology and
landscape green.

building
fort
forest landscape
peat landscape
river landscape

Fig. 9.3: Landscape green
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Evaluation; concept design
Type

Sub-type
Passive

Variety
Framing
Indoor planting
Other

Interaction with green

Active

Dwell in garden
Other

Interactive

Work in garden
Indoor planing
Other

Smell

Natural
Other

Touch

Stepping stones
Extreme shapes
Other; texture

Stimulation of the senses

Taste

Vision

Eat / Drink outside
Other
Partial hiding
Curved roads
Other; colour

Sound

Water
Other; tram
Veranda

Access

Entrance experience
Routing

Recognizability

Other

Awareness
Fig. 9.4: Use of design guidelines

Sense of time
Sense of place
Other

Figure 9.4 shows that the types of the guidelines regarding interaction
with green and recognizability were used during the phase of concept
development. In this sense, the golden deal concept indicates an
abstract solution to the site specific assignment and with that combines
guideline prescriptions with office park requirements. To explore how
this abstract concept can be translated into a spatial design proposal,
several options were developed. These options show different ways of
introducing greenery in the office park of Rijnsweerd which means that
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they are all based on interaction with green. The difference can be found
in the application of the guideline regarding sense of place as the options
integrate different types of place specific green. Evaluation and selection
of the options was in turn based on office park requirements and guideline
prescriptions. As the process of concept development reflects a creative
process, the background and convictions of the designer play an important
role as well.
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9.2 Strategic plan
Conclusions from the analysis combined with site specific opportunities,
business requirements and guideline information are used to further
translate the design options into a spatial design proposal. For this,
strategic interventions are formulated which clarify decisions taken on the
scale of the entire project area. For every strategy, one or more spatial
interventions will clarify specific design solutions regarding form and
materials as visualized in box 6.
There are three strategic interventions that form the backbone of stress
reducing measures in Rijnsweerd and with that determine the general
structure of the design proposal. These recommendations show how office
requirements and restoration guidelines can work together in order to
increase livability.
The first suggestion is to increase the level of recognizability. Important
for an office park is its accessibility and representative appearance. For
that, it is important that employees as well as visitors can determine
where they are in the area and how they can reach their destination. A
conclusion from the analysis however, is that Rijnsweerd does not have a
clear infrastructural network and that there is too much focus on car use.
On top of that, the choice of material is very monotonous which makes it
hard to determine location or level of formality. Specific interventions that
can improve this situation are reorganization of the infrastructural network
and improvement of the entrance experience. Figure 9.5 provides a visual
explanation of this strategy, by showing the division between formal and
informal areas. The formal areas can be found along the main road and
at the front side of the buildings. This frontside area serves as a ‘business
card’ for the companies and thus contains a different form language and
choice of material than the informal backside of the buildings. The same
counts for the infrastructural profiles which change according to their
distance from the main road.
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As this recommendation is focusing on transportation and appearance, it
combines the office requirements of accessibility and representation with
design guidelines regarding active interaction and place awareness.
The second recommendation is to improve the transition zone between
outdoor space and office buildings (fig. 9.6). For business companies,
this zone is very important because it represents their professional
appearance while at the same time determining to what level their
property is protected against crime. In Rijnsweerd, safety got more priority
than appearence which led to a hostile atmosphere around the buildings
created by a lot of fencing and camera supervision. This is in conflict with
design guidelines that indicate the importance of an attractive transition
zone for stress reduction. This area is therefore a key point when it comes
to cooperation between business needs and guideline requirements.
Specific interventions will deal with natural safety measures, green parking
lots and introduction of dwelling space close to the building.

Strenghten recognizability
1. introduce a clear hyrachy in infrastructure
2. improve entrance experience
Improve transition zone between green - office
3. develop green parking lots
4. implement natural safety measures
5. introduce dwelling opportunity on intersection
Expand use of (green) outdoor space
6. introduce opportunities for sitting
7. integrate allotment gardens
8. broaden lunch posibilities
Box 6: Recommendations and interventions
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The final advice concerns the use of outdoor space and is visualized in
figure 9.7. In Rijnsweerd, functionality received a significant amount of
attention as the area is designed in such a way that employees can move
as fast and efficient as possible from their house to their desk and back
again. However, no attention was given to the use of outdoor space other
than commuting. This is in conflict with design guidelines that explain
the importance of access to, and interaction with, greenery. Specific
interventions that respond to this conflict are the introduction of more
opportunities to sit in existing green space, integration of the allotment
gardens and an increase of lunch possibilities. As the analysis shows that
there is already a reasonable amount of green space present in and around
Rijnsweerd, these interventions manly focus on making existing space
usable for the in-between working moments.
Together, these strategic interventions make up the schematic design as
visualized in figure 9.8. Here, it is shown how the abstract structures can be
translated into a spatial design proposal on the project level.
road
building
formal
informal
200 m

Fig. 9.5: Division between formal an informal space
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road
building
transition zone
200 m

Fig. 9.6: Transition building - public space

road
building
intensified use
of outdoor space
200 m

Fig. 9.7: Use of outdoor environment
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Fig. 9.8: Structural plan
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To improve recognizability, it is proposed to reorganize the infrastructural
network. On the schematic design the improved hierarchy is visualized by
the difference in street material and supporting tree structures. Also, a
closed walking system as well as bicycle network are designed on this scale
level. In addition, the front sides of the buildings are pointed out to receive
more attention when it comes to entrance design.
The second strategic intervention explores the possibilities to improve
the transition zone. On the schematic design this is shown by the parking
lots that now have a more green appearance. The design of safety
measurements as well as dwelling opportunities contain small scale
solutions and are therefore clarified in the next sub-sections.
With the final intervention it is proposed to increase the use of existing
outdoor space, mainly for lunch opportunities. On the level of the
schematic design these spots are attached to the green-blue structures.
The improved water system is one of these structures that at the same
time introduce more coherence. In the present situation, this system
is fragmented and not always visible. The schematic design shows
the proposed situation in which the water system is closed and more
integrated with the office park experience.
9.3 Detailed interventions
The schematic design as visualized in figure 9.8, thus provides the general
and structuring idea behind improvement of the outdoor environment in
the office park of Rijnsweerd. To explore how these abstract interventions
can be designed spatially, the detailed interventions as mentioned in box
6 are additionally described in the next sub-sections. For this, the location
that illustrates each detailed intervention best, is selected to be further
developed into a spatial design proposal. This strategy is chosen because
the goal is to show how the guidelines can be applied and what kind of
spatial changes can be the result of this application. In this sense, the
chosen locations will serve as an example, and should therefore illustrate
the most positive starting position in stead of showing a situation that is
not ideal in the first place.
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Evaluation; schematic design
Type

Sub-type
Passive

Variety
Framing
Indoor planting
Other; window view

Interaction with green

Active

Dwell in garden
Other

Interactive

Work in garden
Indoor planing
Other

Smell

Natural
Other

Touch

Stepping stones
Extreme shapes
Other; texture

Stimulation of the senses

Taste

Vision

Eat / Drink outside
Other
Partial hiding
Curved roads
Other; colour

Sound

Water
Other; tram
Veranda

Access

Entrance experience
Routing

Recognizability

Other

Awareness
Fig. 9.9: Use of design guidelines

Sense of time
Sense of place
Other

Figure 9.9 shows that all the types, some of the sub-types and some of
the varieties are used during the phase in which the schematic design
was constructed. During this phase, one of the design options was
further developed into a schematic design which consists of three main
recommendations. Figure x shows which guidelines were used to formulate
each recommendation. They are the result of a creative process in which
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site specific opportunities were combined with guideline prescriptions
and office park requirements. The focus in this combination differs as
office park requirements mainly influenced the first recommendation
whereas guideline prescriptions mainly influenced the second and third
recommendation. Notable is the minor application regarding stimulation of
the senses during this phase of the design process.
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9.3.1 Introduce a clear hierarchy in infrastructure
In the current situation, the only hierarchial distinction in infrastructure
consists of a main road on the one hand, and a variety of street and path
profiles on the other hand. This lack of consistency makes it difficult to
determine location or intended direction. To improve recognizability in
the office park, the first intervention is to reorganize the infrastructural
network, to create a clear hierarchy (fig. 9.10). By introducing different
profiles in a consistent way, distinction can be made between the main
road, secondary streets and single bicycle / footpaths (fig. 9.14). This
makes it possible to determine location and preferred direction by looking
at profile characteristics which are visualized in figure 9.15.
Reorganization of the infrastructural network makes it also possible to
increase accessibility for slow traffic transportation. In this sense, special
attention is given to improvement of bicycle and footpath structures to
main road
secondary street
bicycle path
footpath
200 m

Fig. 9.10: New infrastructure hiarchy
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30 - 45 min
5 - 10 min
exit / entry point

Fig. 9.11: Proposed walking system

Fig. 9.12: Current situation secondary street

Fig. 9.13: Current situation main road

Fig. 9.14: Impression proposed situation main road
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form a closed network that covers the entire area. In this respect, figure
9.11 shows an abstract visualization of the new footpath structure. The
basic idea is to provide a 5 minutes walk opportunity close to the building
and a 30 minutes walk further away. By applying this concept to every
building in the office park, a closed footpath network will cover the
entire area. Improvement of the infrastructural network is based on the
recommendation to provide active interaction with green and to provide
sufficient access.
The choice of material as shown on figure 9.15 is based on guideline
prescriptions that pay attention to sensory stimulation. In addition,
different materials are used to reflect the hierarchical position in the
network (fig. 9.15). For the main road, smooth asphalt and grey tiles are
combined with deciduous trees and herbal planting to separate traffic
lanes. To reduce negative sound and smell stimulation, the bus line
will be replaced by tram transportation. This is not only preferable for
improvement of sensory stimulation, it also limitates irritation caused
by overcrowded busses. Secondary streets are paved with warm colored
bricks, stimulating touch senses that will stimulate car traffic to minimize
speed levels. Finally, pathway’s solely intended to walk on, consist of gravel
or wooden chip paving fo additional sensory stimulation.

1. Asphalt,
grey

2. Asphalt,
red

3. Brick

4. Grass

5. Tiles

6. Wood chips 7. Flowers
8. Herbs
9. Tilia
Fig. 9.15: Material beloning to cross-section proposed infrastructure
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Evaluation; design development
Type

Sub-type
Passive

Variety
Framing
Indoor planting
Other

Interaction with green

Active

Dwell in garden
Other

Interactive

Work in garden
Indoor planing
Other

Smell

Natural
Other

Touch

Stepping stones
Extreme shapes
Other; texture

Stimulation of the senses

Taste

Vision

Eat / Drink outside
Other
Partial hiding
Curved roads
Other; colour

Sound

Water
Other; tram
Veranda

Access

Entrance experience
Routing

Recognizability

Other

Awareness
Fig. 9.16: Use of design guidelines

Sense of time
Sense of place
Other

Figure 9.16 shows that all types, some of the sub-types and some of the
varieties were used during the phase of design development. On the
cross-section, it is pointed out where the guidelines were used to improve
the infrastructural network. In this sense, guidelines regarding active
interaction with green and recognizability of routing, place and time mainly
influenced development of this spatial intervention. These guidelines were
chosen because they can strengthen office park requirements such as
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accessibility and professionalism which play an important role in the design
of the infrastructural network. Translating these guideline prescriptions
and office park requirements was done through a creative process in which
the background and convictions of the designer influenced the outcome.
Notable here, is the intensive use of guidelines regarding stimulation of the
senses to determine the choice of material.
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9.3.2 Improve entrance experience
Most buildings in Rijnsweerd have an entrance that is easily accessible
when using car transportation. Almost no facilities are given to park a
bicycle close to the building and footpaths are not consitently designed to
provide a clear and safe entrance experience. On top of that, the choice of
material around the entrance is based on hard material in which concrete
is used intensively (fig. 9.19, 9.20). As a result, the building approach
has a hostile and one-sided atmosphere while in fact it should give a
warm, representative and welcoming experience (fig. 9.18). Because
many employees, as well as customers, use the main entrance of an
office building it is important to improve this negative experience. With
this intervention it is therefore recommended to increase recognizability

road
building
entrance area
200 m

Fig. 9.17: Location on map
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Fig. 9.18: Reference clear and green entrance

Fig. 9.19: Present situation entrance

Fig. 9.20: Present situation entrance

Fig. 9.21: Impression proposed situation entrance experience
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by creating a similar appearance for every entrance in the project area
(fig. 9.17). In these areas the entrance is designed with a square like
atmosphere where warm coloured material and a variety of vegetation
provides a clear, green and welcome access to the building (fig. 9.21).
Strategic positioning of plant material with strong seasonal characteristics
will balance stimulation of the senses. And gives a calming effect when
moving between indoor and outdoor spaces. This intention is explained
by a detailed map and cross-section of the ASR entrance (fig. 9.22, 9.23).
Here, linear shapes indicate that this is a representative and formal setting.
And vegetation is used to support movement between the indoor and
outdoor environment by partly continuing to the inside environment.
Attached to this entrance are facilities to park the bike and to dwell around
the entrance area. The combination of spatial appearance and slow traffic
facilities give the entrance a more welcoming admosphere where people
can meet each other and enjoy one of their in-between working moments.
Improvement of the entrance experience is based on desing guidelines
in which interaction with green, stimulation of the senses and efficient
accessibility is recommended.
Sensory stimulation in turn, formed the basic guideline for determining
choice of material (fig. 9.22). In this respect, the uneven texture of carved
stone is used to stimulate touch sensation. Because this material will be
used only around entrance areas it will also increase recognizability. The
additional value of carved stone is conceived after a period of rain, when
the wet surface will show variation in darkness due to the uneven texture.
Vegetation around the entrance will consist of a combination of small
deciduous trees and evergreen perennials to provide a sense of seasonal
change while maintaining coherent structures throughout the year. In
addition, lavender is used to stimulate a calming smell sensation. Finally,
the entrance itself should have a glass roof through which changes in the
weather can be percieved.
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Fig. 9.23: Detail entrance experience
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Evaluation; design development
Type

Sub-type
Passive

Variety
Framing
Indoor planting
Other

Interaction with green

Active

Dwell in garden
Other

Interactive

Work in garden
Indoor planing
Other

Smell

Natural
Other

Touch

Stepping stones
Extreme shapes
Other; texture

Stimulation of the senses

Taste

Vision

Eat / Drink outside
Other
Partial hiding
Curved roads
Other; colour

Sound

Water
Other
Veranda

Access

Entrance experience
Routing

Recognizability

Other

Awareness
Fig. 9.24: Use of design guidelines

Sense of time
Sense of place
Other

Figure 9.24 shows that all types, some of the sub-types and some of the
varieties were used during the phase of design development. On the crosssection, it is pointed out where the guidelines were used to improve the
entrance experience. Important guidelines for this intervention are active
interaction with green which in the same time can provide a sense of time
through seasonal change plant material. The importance of a high quality
entrance experience is indicated by guideline prescriptions as well as office
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park requirements. In this sense, this intervention reflects the concept of
a golden deal in which these two components are used to strengthen each
other. The spatial design which is a result of this combination was established through a creative process in which the background and convictions
of the designer influence the final result. Notable also is the intensive use
of guidelines regarding stimulation of the senses to determine the choice
of material.
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9.3.3 Introduce green parking lots
Sufficient parking is very important for a well functioning office park. In
Rijnsweerd this led to unlimited areas of concrete pavement which are
packed with cars. As parking close to the building is preferred, many
employees have to appreciate this large quantity of vehicles when looking
out of their office window (fig. 9.26). When applying the guidelines for
stress reduction, it appears to be possible to improve this situation while
maintaining the opportunity to park close to the building (fig. 9.29). In
this respect several options were explored. The first option is to transform
some of the parking lots into planted areas which are connected by a
stripe of evergreen vegetation (fig. 9.27). Here, trees can be introduced
to improve the sense of scale and to limit visual access on parked
vehicles. The second option is to introduce a pergola construction on
the intersection between parking lots. In this way, no parking space is
lost while at the same time a green view is softening the visual impact of
parked cars (fig. 9.28).
road

building
parking lot
200 m

Fig. 9.25: Location on map
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Fig. 9.26: Present situation parking lots

Fig. 9.27: Opportunity 1

Fig. 9.28: Opportunity 2

Fig. 9.29: Impression proposed situation
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This intervention is based on office requirements regarding the importance
of parking close to the building. In addition, guidelines concerning visual
stimulation, interaction with green and awareness of seasonal change are
used to improve stress reducing qualities of such a situation.
The first option is applied to a situation in the office park of Rijnsweerd
to visualize how this can change the parking lot. Figure 9.30 and 9.31
show a detail and cross-section to clarify how the first option could
work in practice. Clearly visible here is the green stipe that connects
different parking lots that are now transformed into a vegetation square.
These squares are introduced randomly to provide variation in spatial
experiences. In the current situation there is no clear walking route that
allows people to cross the parking lot to reach the building entrance. In this
intervention it is therefore recommended to indicate a walking route which
is related to planting stripes. This is increasing safety and accessibility while
providing active interaction at the same time.
The choice of material then, is based on sensory stimulation. Here, street
material with warm colored bricks is selected to positively stimulate
the sense of vision while applying textural stimulation at the same time.
Vegetation on the other hand is selected to provide a positive smell and
touch experience. Deciduous trees are combined with evergreen shrubs
and colorful planting to increase the sense of time through seasonal
characteristics. An additional value of introducing trees, is the shade they
can provide during hot summer days.
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Fig. 9.31: Detail green parking lot
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Evaluation; design development
Type

Sub-type
Passive

Variety
Framing
Indoor planting
Other

Interaction with green

Active

Dwell in garden
Other

Interactive

Work in garden
Indoor planing
Other

Smell

Natural
Other

Touch

Stepping stones
Extreme shapes
Other; texture

Stimulation of the senses

Taste

Vision

Eat / Drink outside
Other
Partial hiding
Curved roads
Other; colour

Sound

Water
Other
Veranda

Access

Entrance experience
Routing

Recognizability

Other

Awareness

Sense of time
Sense
Other of place

Fig. 9.32: Use of design guidelines

Figure 9.32 shows that all types, some of the sub-types and some of the
varieties were used during the phase of design development. On the
cross-section, it is pointed out where the guidelines were used to develop
green parking lots. The need for this intervention is based on guideline
prescriptions that indicate the importance of passive interaction with
green. As office park requirements regarding accessibility resulted in
parking lots close to the building it is important to improve the stress
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reducing quality of these settings. This intervention shows that adjustment
of the parking lots can serve guideline prescriptions as well as office park
requirements and with that strengthens both components. In turn, spatial
development of this intervention took place through a creative process in
which the background and convictions of the designer influenced the final
result. Notable here, is the intensive use of guidelines regarding stimulation
of the senses to determine the choice of material.
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9.3.4 Develop natural safety measures
An important aspect indicated by office requirements are safety
measurments to protect office property. In Rijnsweerd this led to extended
fencing and use of surveillance cameras that create a hostile atmosphere.
With this intervention it is suggested to use natural solutions that can
create a friendly but still efficient security system around the building
(fig. 9.33). Additional value of such an approach are the stress reducing
qualities attached to extended use of vegetation which are now applied
close to the office building (fig. 9.38). In this respect, different options
regarding natural safety measures are explored. The first option is to use
the existing difference in height between building and parking lots (fig.
9.34). In the present situation this is a concrete construction bearing no
additional value for stress reduction. By implementing plant material
on the walls and basement level, interesting views can be created to

road
building with
planted edge
200 m

Fig. 9.33: Location on map
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Fig. 9.34: Difference in hight, abyss

Fig. 9.36: Dence planting,
with or without fencing

Fig. 9.35: Water barrier

Fig. 9.37: Difference in hight, slope

Fig. 9.38: Impression proposed situation natural safety measure
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enrich the indoor environment as well. The second option is to use water
elements to create a barrier between the building and neighboring public
space (fig. 9.35). Additional value can be achieved by using micro relief
which creates calming water sounds. A third option is to have dense
planting obstructing access to the building (fig. 9.36). To increase the level
of safety, this option can be combined with fencing. Additional value is the
attraction of urban wildlife, such as birds, insects and butterflies, which
contribute to a decrease of stress levels as well. The final option is to use
existing differences in height in combination with thorn bearing shrubs (fig.
9.37).
Figures 9.39 and 9.40 show how these options can be used in the office
park of Rijnsweerd. On the cross-section it is visualised how a combination
of measurements can be designed to protect the building. In this respect,
the differences in height is combined with a water element to increase the
level of protection while providing stress reducing qualities at the same
time. As a result, this intervention is based on office park requirements
that indicate the importance of safety measurements that are designed by
application of guidelines regarding interaction with green.
The choice of material (fig. 9.39) is in turn based on sensory stimulation.
Light deciduous trees, like berches, are recommended to use on parking
lots to allow social control. Furthermore, bushes with a dense structure
and negative touch stimulation should be used to avoid easy access to
the building. In order to provide a positive visual stimulation, a variation
in flora species is recommended. When using water elements, one bank
should be steep whereas the other should be shallow to stimulate growth
of water vegetation.
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Evaluation; design development
Type

Sub-type
Passive

Variety
Framing
Indoor planting
Other

Interaction with green

Active

Dwell in garden
Other

Interactive

Work in garden
Indoor planing
Other

Smell

Natural
Other

Touch

Stepping stones
Extreme shapes
Other; texture

Stimulation of the senses

Taste

Vision

Eat / Drink outside
Other
Partial hiding
Curved roads
Other; colour

Sound

Water
Other
Veranda

Access

Entrance experience
Routing

Recognizability

Other

Awareness
Fig. 9.41: Use of design guidelines

Sense of time
Sense of place
Other

Figure 9.41 shows that all types, some of the sub-types and some of the
varieties were used during the phase of design development. On the
cross-section, it is pointed out where the guidelines were used to develop
safety measures. For this intervention guidelines regarding passive interaction with green and awareness of time are used to develop the office
park requirement regarding safety. As this requirement is very important
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for companies, the intention of this intervention was to explore how
existing qualities of the area could serve to maintain or increase safety
around the building. Exploration of such opportunities was done through a
creative process in which the background and convictions of the designer
influenced the final result. Notable also is the intensive use of guidelines
regarding stimulation of the senses to determine the choice of material.
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9.3.5 Introduce dwelling on intersection building - public space
In Rijnsweerd, almost no attention is given to the design of a usable
transition zone between the office building and its surrounding public
space (fig. 9.43, 9.44). At the same time, guidelines indicate this area as
an important zone for stress reduction. However, the current situation in
Rijnsweerd shows a hard division between the two, leaving no opportunity
at all to dwell on the intersection. The advice of this intervention is
therefore to consciously redesign the transition zone between architecture
and public space (fig. 9.42), to create an area where employees can enjoy a
short break, wait for a customer or take some fresh air.
For redesigning the transition zone, several options were explored to
indicate different ways of dwelling on the intersection. Important for
all these opportunities is the presence of sufficient places to sit and an
efficient connection with the indoors.
road
building
dwelling area
200 m

Fig. 9.42: Location on map
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The first image of figure 9.45 shows a transition zone in which a wooden
platform extends interior facilities, such as a cafeteria, into public space.
By having an outdoor terrace, employees and customers can enjoy their
coffee while experiencing the outdoor environment. By connecting indoor
functions with the outdoor environment, a longer and more comfortable
stay at the intersection can be provided.
The second cross-section of figure 9.45 shows how the transition zone
can be designed around the entrance areas. This option is interwoven
with the earlier mentioned intervention to provide a clear and green
entrance experience. By careful design of this intersection zone, two types
of dwelling opportunities can be provided. The first one is connected
directly to the entrance door, facilitating the opportunity to wait for
an appointment or to just observe incoming and outgoing people. The
second option is to provide dwelling space in the close surrounding of the
entrance. Here, short breaks can be enjoyd while being in a private setting
holding a high level of stress reducing qualties regarding interaction with
green, stimulation of the senses and accessibility.
The third cross-section of figure 9.45 shows the option to redesign informal
connections that are located on the backside of the buildings. In the
cross-section it is visualized how the intersection between architecture

Fig. 9.43: Present situation

Fig. 9.44: Present situation
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and allotment garden can be designed. Here, the indoor waiting room is
extended into the outdoor dwelling space, to create a stronger connection
between the two settings. In addition, several doors provide easy access to
the wooden platform from which the allotment gardens can be observed
as well as entered.
The above described options show that the advice to redesign transition
zones is mainly based on guidelines regarding interaction with green and
accessibility.
In turn, thoice of material is based on sensory stimulation and reflects
the informal character of this dwelling space. Wooden benches with
back support provide a comfortable opportunity to sit. In addition, these
benches can be illuminated to provide a sense of time while creating a
comfortable admosphere at the same time. In entrance areas leaning
benches are introduce to cover short term waiting periods. In all situations,
small trees and flowering plants are implemented to stimulate vision and
smell senses. The variety of evergreen and deciduous shrubs give a sense
of time while providing a coherent image trhoughout the year.
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2. Wood
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9. Illumination 10. Bench
8. Allotment
garden
Fig. 9.45: Material beloning to the ross-sections
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Evaluation; design development
Type

Sub-type
Passive

Variety
Framing
Indoor planting
Other

Interaction with green

Active

Dwell in garden
Other

Interactive

Work in garden
Indoor planing
Other

Smell

Natural
Other

Touch

Stepping stones
Extreme shapes
Other; texture

Stimulation of the senses

Taste

Vision

Eat / Drink outside
Other
Partial hiding
Curved roads
Other; colour

Sound

Water
Other
Veranda

Access

Entrance experience
Routing

Recognizability

Other

Awareness
Fig. 9.46: Use of design guidelines

Sense of time
Sense of place
Other

Figure 9.46 shows that all types, most of the sub-types and some of the
varieties were used during the phase of design development. On the
cross-section, it is pointed out where the guidelines were used to improve
stress reduction on the transition zone between building and outdoor
space. This intervention is mainly based on guideline prescriptions that
indicate the importance of interaction with green and recognizability.
Indication of the transition zone as an important place for stress reduction
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in the office park is the result of combining site specific opportunities with
guideline prescriptions. This decision in thus influenced by the creative
thinking process of the designer which also determined the spatial design
of such a setting. Notable here, is the intensive use of guidelines regarding
stimulation of the senses to determine the choice of material that is used
within the transition zone.
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9.3.6 Integrate allotment gardens
Directly attached to the office park of Rijnsweerd are the allotment
gardens which are mainly used by inhabitants of neighbouring districts.
Physical barriers like water elements and dense vegetation currently
separate the office park from this green setting (fig. 9.50). As these gardens
represent an opportunity to introduce interactive interaction with green
it is advised to connect and integrate them with the office park. Especially
the north east part of Rijnsweerd is suitable for such an intervention (fig.
9.47). Connecting the allotment gardens with Rijnsweerd can be done
through physical methods like reorganization of footpath structures and
introduction of bridges to cross water barriers.
Another way is to integrate the actual work in the allotment garden with
office park facilities. This means a closer relation between lunch facilities
building
road
area allotment
gardens
200 m

Fig. 9.47: Location on map
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Fig. 9.48: Harvest by employees

Fig. 9.49: Roof with herbs

Fig. 9.50: Current situation; office park - barriere - allotment garden

Fig. 9.51: Impression proposed situation integration allotmentgardens
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and garden production should be encouraged. Freshly grown vegetables
and herbs from these gardens can for example can provide a sophisticated
dining culture in which local products are collected on the menu (fig. 9.49).
Growing flower bearing plants in turn, can represent a similar relation as
bouquets can be used indoors to ensure a warm welcome for employees
and customers. Employees can participate in such a system by taking care
of several plots in which they can grow products for collective as well as
private use (9.48).
The spatial design of integrating allotment gardens with the direct office
surrounding is visualized in figures 9.52 and 9.53. Here, a wooden platform
functions as an intersection zone through which the office environment is
connected with the allotment gardens. The difference in height provides a
safe distance between the two while at the same time triggering curiosity
which can encourage people to enter the opposite setting.
Additional value of integrating allotment gardens, is the increased
possibility to interact with greenery. As the impression on figure 9.51
shows, interesting views can be percieved while walking, sitting and
gardening around the office building.
The choice of material in this situation is based on sensory stimulation.
Herbs, flowers, vegetables and different types of fruit bearing trees
should be introduced to provide an enriched stimulation of all the senses.
Important is the taste stimulation that can be provided by connecting
allotment production to office park facilities such as restaurant and
cafeteria menus. It is important to provide sitting opportunity in and
nearby the allotment gardens for people to enjoy the greenery and activity
that goes on there.
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Evaluation; design development
Type

Sub-type
Passive

Variety
Framing
Indoor planting
Other

Interaction with green

Active

Dwell in garden
Other

Interactive

Work in garden
Indoor planing
Other

Smell

Natural
Other

Touch

Stepping stones
Extreme shapes
Other; texture

Stimulation of the senses

Taste

Vision

Eat / Drink outside
Other
Partial hiding
Curved roads
Other; colour

Sound

Water
Other; natural
Veranda

Access

Entrance experience
Routing

Recognizability

Other

Awareness
Fig. 9.54: Use of design guidelines

Sense of time
Sense of place
Other

Figure 9.54 shows that all types, all sub-types and most of the varieties
were used during the phase of design development. On the cross-section,
it is pointed out where the guidelines were used to integrate the allotment
garden with the office park. Development of this intervention was the
result of site specific opportunities and guideline prescriptions regarding
interaction with green. In this sense, the bordering allotment gardens
provided opportunity to introduce interactive interaction with green.
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As this intervention is located on the backside of the building, there are
almost no office park requirements that influenced development of this
intervention. Exploring how the allotment gardens could be integrated
with the office park took place through a creative process in which the
background and convictions of the designer influenced the final result.
Notable here, is the intensive use of guidelines regarding stimulation of the
senses to determine the choice of material.
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9.3.7 Introduce ‘green blue seats’
Natural elements such as water, bushes and herbal grass areas in
Rijnsweerd now mainly function as visual extras in addition to the
functional elements. As a result, opportunities for decrease of stress levels
are not used to its full potential. By making existing green usable and
accessible, a huge increase of restorative value can be achieved through
predominantly simple interventions (fig. 9.60). Especially interesting are
the areas in which water elements are interwoven with the footpath
network (fig. 9.55). Introducing several resting possibilities on these points
will make it possible to approach the water and its surrounding greenery
(fig. 9.57). This can have strong stress reducing benefits like the experience
of water sounds as visualized in figure 9.56.
Figures 9.61 and 9.62 show a detail and cross-section in which two
opportunities are worked out. One option is to introduce wooden
building
water
footpath
200 m

Fig. 9.55: Location on map
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Fig. 9.56: Water sound

Fig. 9.57: sitting opportunity near the water

Fig. 9.58: Current situation water element

Fig. 9.59: Current situation water element

Fig. 9.60: Impression proposed situation green blue seat
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platforms which give access to the water surface. The minor difference in
height together with back covering vegetation, gives a private and intimate
feeling while at the same time, being close to the footpath. On the other
side of the footpath, a green resting point can be developed. By introducing
a minor elevation, the view from the platform will reach over the waterside
vegetation, providing visual access to the water. Here, several benches as
well as wooden tables can be introduced to make the setting suitable for
use during lunch breaks.
This intervention combines guidelines to provide interaction with green
and access to green with office requirements for lunch break facilities. On
top of that, these spaces stimulate the senses by the presence of water and
natural vegetation.
The choice of material then, is based on sensory stimulation but also on
sense of time as wooden material is used to give a sense of decay. Different
types of green is introduced to accomodate sitting opportunity. In this
respect, the type of green will vary from one situation to the other because
of differnces in formality. In formal settings, vegetation will be chosen to
reflect the representative image, while in informal settings leave more
room for natural vegetation to develop. This variation in green will provide
different sensory stimulations while strengthening sense of place at the
same time.

Fig. 9.61: Detail green blue seat
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Evaluation; design development
Type

Sub-type
Passive

Variety
Framing
Indoor planting
Other

Interaction with green

Active

Dwell in garden
Other

Interactive

Work in garden
Indoor planing
Other

Smell

Natural
Other

Touch

Stepping stones
Extreme shapes
Other; texture

Stimulation of the senses

Taste

Vision

Eat / Drink outside
Other
Partial hiding
Curved roads
Other; colour

Sound

Water
Other
Veranda

Access

Entrance experience
Routing

Recognizability

Other

Awareness
Fig. 9.63: Use of design guidelines

Sense of time
Sense of place
Other

Figure 9.63 shows that all types, most of the sub-types and some of
the varieties were used during the phase of design development. On
the cross-section, it is pointed out where the guidelines were used to
improve the use of existing green space in the office park of Rijnsweerd.
This intervention is based on the guidelines that indicate the importance
of interaction with green and recognizability. In addition, office park
requirements regarding lunch opportunities could be served at the
same time. Exploring the way existing green space can be transformed
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to increase its use was done through a creative process in which the
background and convictions of the designer influenced the final result.
As most of these settings can be found at the backside of the buildings
there were no constraints regarding office park requirements that
obstructed intensive application of guideline prescriptions. Notable also
is the intensive use of guidelines regarding stimulation of the senses to
determine the choice of material.
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9.3.8 Improve lunch facilities
Although sufficient lunch opportunities are very important for a well
functioning office park, Rijnsweerd currently has a lack of this type of
facilities. Introduction of lunch settings is not only beneficial for satisfaction
of employees. As lunch meetings increasingly determine business deals,
it is also important to have high standard lunch facilities where customers
can be received and deals can be closed.
In Rijnsweerd there are two locations that have potential to be
transformed into collective points of high standard lunch facility (fig. 9.64).
The first point can be found in the north-west. This building is currently
used by the province of Utrecht which will move to a different location in
the near future. The function of this building can therefore be reassigned

road
main lunch facility
building
200 m

Fig. 9.64: Location on map
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Fig. 9.65: Restaurant

Fig. 9.66: Exclusive shopping

Fig. 9.67: Street vending; sandwich - ice-cream- fruit

Fig. 9.68: Impression lunch facility
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to partially provide lunch related facilities such as a café or restaurant (fig.
9.65). Figures 9.69 and 9.70 shows a detail and cross-section to indicate
how such a setting could be designed and connected to the walking
system. Here, special attention is given to the interaction with water and
surrounding vegetation. Extention of interior facilities to the outdoor
environment is here provided by wooden platforms. Differences in height
and direction enable variation in views on the natural surrounding.
The second location can be found in the south of the area where
the current building functions as temporary student housing. When
the apartments on the campus are finished, this building can also be
transformed into a lunch break facility. At this location more general
functions such as a shopping mall (fig. 9.66), day-care and dry-cleaning
service can be located which are also open for inhabitants of neighboring
districts.
By introducing these two main facility points, movement between buildings
is stimulated and facilities matching a modern, high standard office park
are provided. These locations are in turn connected to the walking system
to provide the opportunity to combine the use of lunch facilities with a
walk through the area.
Besides these two high standard facilities, more informal lunch settings
should additionally be provided. Several of these opportunities are created
by the new sitting area’s in existing green as described in the previous
intervention. Additionally, street venting can supply employees with fresh
fruit, coffee or ice cream (fig. 9.67).
The choice of materials reflects this division in formal and informal lunch
settings. In this respect, sophisticated material is used around the two
main lunch facilities, whereas more informal materials are used around
the green outdoor lunch opportunities. In both cases, the guidelines for
sitmulation of the senses should be used to select material.
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Evaluation; design development
Type

Sub-type
Passive

Variety
Framing
Indoor planting
Other

Interaction with green

Active

Dwell in garden
Other

Interactive

Work in garden
Indoor planing
Other

Smell

Natural
Other; food

Touch

Stepping stones
Extreme shapes
Other; texture

Stimulation of the senses

Taste

Vision

Eat / Drink outside
Other
Partial hiding
Curved roads
Other; colour

Sound

Water
Other
Veranda

Access

Entrance experience
Routing

Recognizability

Other

Awareness
Fig. 9.71: Use of design guidelines

Sense of time
Sense of place
Other

Figure 9.71 shows that all types, most of the sub-types and most of the
varieties were used during the phase of design development. On the crosssection, it is pointed out where these guidelines were used to improve
lunch possibilities in the office park of Rijnsweerd. This intervention
is influenced by a combination of office park requirements regarding
professionalism and by guidelines that prescribe interaction with green,
recognizability and the opportunity to eat/drink outside. The need for
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high standard lunch opportunities is here developed and strengthened
with the help of guideline indications. In this way, spatial development
is the balanced result of a creative process in which the background and
convictions of the designer also influenced the final result. Notable here,
is the intensive use of guidelines regarding stimulation of the senses to
determine the choice of material.
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9.4 Conclusion
The previously described strategic recommendations and detailed
interventions show how stress reducing qualities of the outdoor
environment in Rijnsweerd can be improved. Integrating the ambition of
SKR with guidelines for stress reduction formed the basic concept of the
design proposal.
Evaluation of this proposal indicates that, in theory, an increase of
stress reducing qualities can be accomplished compared to the present
situation. This is done by expanding the opportunities for passive, active
and interactive interaction with green through the use of existing outdoor
qualities such as greenery, water elements and allotment garden. In
addition, stimulation of the senses is balanced by introducing material
variation and softening or replacing negative sources of sound and smell
stimulation with positive ones. Finally, an increase of recognizability is
provided by the design of a usable, attractive and accesible transition zone
between building and public space.
These local interventions have effect on a higher scale level as well.
Reorganization of the infrastructural network for example, simplifies
movement between the city and its surrounding landscape. Besides that,
improvement of stress reducing qualities in Rijnsweerd can also be used
by inhabitants from neighboring districts. A side effect of this co-use is an
increas of social security outside office hours.
The application of guidelines used during the design process is summarized
in box 7 which by that answers the fourth research question. This box
clarifies when and how guidelines where used during the design process.
Interesting is the application on two different scale levels by which strategic
decisions as well as detailed considerations were made with the help of
guideline information. The design proposal thus shows how an increase of
livability can be achieved through spatial improvement of stress reducing
qualities in the outdoor environment of Rijnsweerd.
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Research question:
How can the developed guidelines be used to improve
stress reducing qualities of the outdoor environment in
office park Rijnsweerd?
Result:
1. Application on district level to make strategic decisions:
- Improve recognizability
- Improve transition between building and outdoor space
- Increase use of outdoor space

2. Application on detailed level to formulate specific
interventions:
- Improve infrastructure
- Improve entrance experience
- Develop green parking lots
- Implement safety measures
- Introduce dwelling opportunity on intersection
- Introduce sitting opportunities
- Integrate allotment garden
- Broaden lunch posibilities
Box 7: Answer to the fourth sub-question
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10. Discussion
10.1 Use of the design guidelines
An evaluation of the way guidelines are applied during the different phases
of the design process will clarify when and how the guidelines are used.
Figure 10.1 shows a summary of the earlier described evaluations, in which
the relation between the different phases of the design process and the
application of guidelines is visualized.
In the first design phase, an analysis on the regional scale level was
executed to clarify how Rijnsweerd is spatially connected to its
surroundings. For this analysis, the general idea behind the guidelines
could be used to identify the position of Rijnsweerd in the spatial
connection between city and landscape. However, as the guidelines were
developed with information from small scale situations, they are most
suitable for analysis on the district level where they served to determine
existing stress reducing qualities and/or shortcomings of the outdoor
environment in Rijnsweerd.
Based on the analysis results, a problem statement was then formulated
to clarify which points in Rijnsweerd really need to be improved in order
to provide employees with an experience that reduces stress levels. From
this step we can learn that pure application of the guidelines is not possible
as site specific problems and opportunities also influence the focus of
improvement. A combination of guidelines, site specific requirements and
site specific opportunities is thus needed to formulate a relevant problem
statement and to create a suitable concept for improvement.
During the phase of concept design, several design options were explored
to find out how the concept of a golden deal could be translated into a
spatial design proposal. In this respect, the main goal was to bring green
closer to the workplace, which resulted in design options that incorporated
different types of green. During this phase, the guidelines were merely
used to evaluate these options on their stress reducing qualities so it
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could be argued which one is most suitable to be developed further into a
schematic design.
The next phase consisted of an elaboration on the chosen design option.
During this phase, the chosen option was translated into a schematic
design proposal by using guidelines regarding recognizability. This resulted
in three spatial structures on the scale level of the entire project area
which together defined the schematic design. Development of these
structures was based on a combination of functional requirements
regarding office park design and an application of guidelines regarding
access and awareness.
During the phase of design development, the schematic design was further
matured through formulation of detailed interventions that served to

Design phase

Application of the design guidelines

Programming

- Analysis on district level (spatial connections)
- Analysis on local level (stress reducing qualities of
project area)
- Combine site specific characteristics with office
requirements and guideline prescriptions to
formulate the design assignment

Concept design

- Develop concept by combining guideline
presriptions with results of the analysis
- Develop and select design options

Schematic design

- Formulate strategic interventions on the project
level

Design development

- Determine form and function of spatial
interventions
- Choice of material

Construction documents
Management
Post-occupancy evaluation
Fig. 10.1: Use of guidelines during the design process
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clarify how the large scale structures could be designed on a more detailed
scale level. In this respect, guidelines regarding interaction with green
determined form and function, while guidelines regarding stimulation of
the senses were used to select materials.
The indication of material is in this thesis the final design action. Phases
containing construction documents, management regulations and postoccupancy evaluation were in this thesis not developed as the design
proposal will not be implemented. This means that the thesis explores
theoretical possibilities for improvement of stress reducing qualities in the
outdoor environment by using design guidelines. Further research should
be performed to determine the effectiveness of such spatial developments
for reduction of stress levels.
This evaluation shows that, in general, the guidelines are most effective
in small scale situations on the district level and below. Here, they can be
used to analyze existing or proposed situations on the presence of stress
reducing qualities as shown in figure 10.2. For this, all the guidelines are
consulted equally, without any form of value or order attached. This way of
application changes when spatial design and creation of form and function
become more important.
This takes place during the phases of concept design, schematic design
and design development where the guidelines are used to determine
spatial structures, detailed interventions and selection of material (fig.
10.3). During these phases, a more selective application is required
because other factors such as office park requirements and site specific
characteristics influence design choices. Al this information is interpreted
by the designer that in turn uses intuition and rational thinking to develop
spatial solutions for the situation at hand. In this way, all interventions that
are proposed in chapter 9 can be positioned in a triangle that visualizes
how priorities are divided amongst spatial interventions (fig. 10.4). When
confronting these positions with the desired balance between office park
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road
building
analysis project area
analysis spatial connections
200 m

Fig. 10.2: Analysis

road
building
determine structure
(recognizability)
develop spatial intervention
(interaction with green)
choose material
(stimulation of the senses)
200 m

Fig. 10.3: Design development
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requirements, guideline prescriptions and designer conceptions some
differences occur. This shows that the guidelines can not be applied freely
in every situation. Sometimes, compensation is needed to also fulfill site
specific requirements. Figure 10.5 shows a map in which the location
of spatial interventions is pointed out, together with the area in which
combined interests result in compensation of the guidelines.
To clarify what this means for an office park situation, the location of areas
including compensation is pointed out in a conceptual cross-section (fig.
10.6). This image shows that, for the design of office park Rijnsweerd, two
spatial settings are important. The first setting contains the actual office
park, including infrastructure, office buildings, entrances and parking
lots. Here, combined interests regarding guideline application and office
park requirements determined the design choices. In the second setting,
the office park requirements were less important which allowed for the
guidelines to be applied more freely. This setting includes the surrounding
greenery attached to the office park of Rijnsweerd, including park
Bloeyendael and the allotment gardens. Interesting about this division is
the wide offer in stress reducing environments that can be provided. In
this sense, the first setting is important as it is located close to the office
building and can provide stress reduction to a large amount of people.
However, the ultimate stress reducing experience is here compensated
by office park requirements. The second setting on the other hand,
can provide this ultimate experience as application of guidelines is not
compensated by office park regulations. As this setting is located further
away from the actual workplace, more effort is needed to reach the area.
When these two settings are both present in an office park they can
complement each other and with that provide a variety of stress reducing
experiences.
10.2 Contrast and complementation
When looking closer at the use of guidelines during the design process it
becomes clear that some guidelines are applied several times while others
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1. Reorganize infrastructural network
2. Improve entrance experience
3. Introduce green parking lots
4. Introduce green safety measures
5. Opportunity to dwell on intersection
6. Integrate allotment gardens
7. Introduce green blue seats
8. Improve lunch possibilities

design
guidelines

7
5, 6

designer

Fig. 10.4: Position of interventions on balance triangle
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1
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3

Fig. 10.5: Location of interventions

Fig. 10.6: Areas with compensation or free application of guidelines
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were not used at all (fig. 10.7). In this respect, stimulation of the senses
was consulted intensively as decisions regarding material had to be made in
every situation. Guidelines about entrance experience, veranda and routing
were also used multiple times as design of the transition zone turned out
to be very important for providing stress reduction in an office park.
On the other hand, guidelines regarding stepping stones and extreme
shapes were not used at all. The choice of material in these cases was
indeed based on stimulation of the touch senses. However, this was done
by textural differentiation rather than using extreme shapes or stepping
stones as this is in contrast with office park requirements.
This difference between intensive and extensive use seems to stem from
the act of applying stress reducing principles to an office park situation.
Originally, the developed guidelines reflect general principles for stress
reduction. When applied to a specific situation like an office park, some
of these guidelines can turn out to be very valuable while others turn out
to be not that relevant anymore. By experimenting with this application
in the design process of office park Rijnsweerd, it turned out that in some
situations the combination with office park requirements worked very well
while in other situations it caused friction.
The main contrasting situation was found in the combination of guideline
application and safety requirements. The location of this contrast is
visualized in figures 10.8 and 10.9. In this respect, guidelines regarding
stress reduction show the importance of accessibility to ensure interaction
with green, while at the same time, office requirements prescribe minor
accessibility to ensure safekeeping of the office property. During the design
process solutions regarding green safety measurements were explored to
at least improve visual interaction with green. As security of property is a
priority for business companies, it is difficult to create optimal accessibility
in favor of stress reduction.
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Type

Sub-type
Passive

Variety
Framing
Indoor planting
Other; window view

Active

Interaction with green

Dwell in garden
Other

Interactive
Smell

Work in garden
Indoor planing
Other
Natural
Other; food

Touch

Stepping stones
Extreme shapes
Other; texture

Stimulation of the senses

Taste

Vision

Eat / Drink outside
Other
Partial hiding
Curved roads
Other; colour

Sound

Water
Other; tram
Veranda

Access

Entrance experience
Routing
Other

Recognizability
Awareness
Fig. 10.7: Use of guidelines during the design process
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On the other hand, the main complementing situation was found in
the combination of guideline application and office park requirements
regarding professionalism and brand identity (fig. 10.10, 10.11). Especially
guidelines related to the design of a transition zone proved to be of great
value. As stress reduction in an office park should take place during inbetween working moments, the entrance experience and the opportunity

road
building
contrast
200 m

Fig. 10.8: Map with location contrast

Fig. 10.9: Cross-section with location contrast
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to dwell in the close surrounding of the building are very important. In this
setting, the application of guidelines appears fruitful as many employees
are able to experience the benefits of stress reducing qualities in this
situation. On top of that, it was possible to apply guideline prescriptions
while serving office park requirements regarding professionalism and brand
identity at the same time. Careful design of the transition zone is thus a
good example of a golden deal in which stress reducing measurements and
office park requirements can be designed to strengthen each other.
road
building
transition zone
200 m

Fig. 10.10: Map with location complementation

Fig. 10.11: Cross-section with location complementation
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10.3 Need for further research
The guidelines and example project as developed during this thesis,
reflect a hypothetical situation since implementation was not part of the
research process. The first indication for further research would therefore
be to measure stress levels in an existing office park before and after
improvement of stress reducing qualities. By doing this, it can be evaluated
if the guidelines really contribute to a decrease of stress levels and which
guidelines have the most effect. The outcome of such a study can serve to
adjust the guidelines according to its results, and with that increase the
effect of guideline application in future projects.
During this research process, a focus was put on development and
application of guidelines regarding stress reduction in office park design.
Time limitations enabled only one office park to be evaluated and
improved. A second indication for further research would therefore be
to evaluate additional office parks to create a general image of stress
reduction in the work environment. These studies can then contribute to
improvement of the guidelines.
Another interesting research would be to adjust the general guidelines
to other spatial settings such as the living-, school- or infrastructural
environment. In this way, stress reducing qualities of multiple everyday
settings can be improved to contribute to human health.
As nature is an important element of stress reducing environments, the
integration of ecological goals with guideline development would be an
interesting addition to this thesis research. This final indication for further
research would enable both natural and human goals to strengthen each
other in a symbiotic way.
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11. Conclusion
Information offered in the previous chapters are combined in this final
chapter to answer the main research question:

How can landscape design contribute to stress reduction in
office park development?
This main question was fragmented into several sub-questions that are
answered in the proceeding chapters. These chapters conclude that an
environment designed for stress reduction should contain:
The possibility to interact with green in a passive, active and
interactive manner;
a balanced stimulation of the senses;
and sufficient access and awareness in relation to green.
In addition, spatial examples found in Japanese garden art complemented
these general recommendations by indicating the importance of framing,
indoor planting, dwelling in the garden, working in the garden, natural
odour, stepping stones, extreme shapes, partial hiding, curved roads,
water sounds, sense of place, sense of time, entrance experience,
veranda and routing. In order to create design guidelines suitable for
office park development, these recommendations and spatial examples
were combined with office park requirements, such as professionalism,
brand identity, safety and accessibility. This combination provided enough
information to formulate design guidelines which were subsequently
applied to the office park of Rijnsweerd. From this application process
it can be concluded that the guidelines can be used to make strategic
decisions as well as detailed considerations regarding form and material.
When combining these sub-answers it is shown how the profession
of landscape design can contribute to stress reduction in the outdoor
environment of the office park.
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The first contribution refers to the ability to make a link between theory
and practice. Studies in which environmental influences on stress
reduction where analyzed, indicated a positive effect of natural settings.
Unfortunately, no design recommendations about spatial organisation,
landscape elements or choice of material were found in literature. This
lack of information creates a gap between theory and practice as there is
no sufficient knowledge to translate scientific findings into practical design
solutions. This means that generated information can not be used during
the design process.
This thesis however, showed that a link between theory and practice can
be made by connecting scientific information to the design practice of
landscape architecture. In this respect, spatial examples originating from
Japanese garden art complemented general recommendations found in
restoration and healing garden literature. In this way, design guidelines
were formulated that can be used to evaluate and/or develop stress
reducing qualities of the outdoor environment. In addition, this thesis
focused on stress reduction around the workplace and therefore continued
with these general guidelines to adjust them for office park development.
In this way, a link between theory and practice is established by making
scientific information usable for practical situations.
The second contribution is the awareness and consideration of stress
reduction during the design process. This is reflected in the design part
of this thesis where the developed guidelines were applied to a real life
situation. Providing a design proposal for the office park of Rijnsweerd
clarified how and when the guidelines can be used and how the spatial
appearance of an existing office park can change when stress reduction is
considered during the development process. From this example project it
can be concluded that the guidelines were used during the design process
to evaluate existing qualities and to make decisions on strategic as well as
detailed scale levels.
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In sum, this thesis shows how landscape design can theoretically
contribute to facilitation of stress reduction in the outdoor environment
of the workplace by generating design guidelines based on scientific
information and spatial design examples. On top of that, it is explored how
these guidelines can be used during the design process (box 8).

Main question:
How can landscape design contribute to stress reduction in
office park development?
Result:
1. Connect theory with practice
2. Consider stress reduction during design process
Box 8: Answer to the main question
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